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INTERVIEW WIT)i THE 
DIRECTOR OF  
'Abuse' & 'Gay USA'

LANDSLIDE SALA K.O.s COMPETITION 
Sen Francisco, CA — Sale Burton swamped her 10 competitors 
and easily won election to the Congressional seat left vacant on 
the death of her husband. Rep. Phil Burton. Mrs. Burton 
received 55 percent of the total votes cast, thus avoiding the need 
for a runoff election in August/ The winning candidate showed 
across-the-board strength throughout the district, but won by- 
margins <)f.up to 70 percent in gay neighborhoods. Mrs. Burton 
was endorsed by all three gay Democratic clubs and by '¡'he 
Sentinel.

C.H.R. MAY SUE CITY OVER JOBS BILL 
San Francisco. CA — The Coalition for Human Rights is 
currently seeking legal advice "regarding the possibility • of 
taking legal action against the City and County of San Francisco 
charging institutionalized homophobia." according to a CHR 
press release. The organization was particularly upset about the 
distribution of $8.344 million available to the city through the 
Federal Emergency Jobs Appropriations Act. Although initially 
only one gay 'lesbian group was earmarked to receive funds (the 
Lyon/Martin Clinic), additional funds were later awarded to the 
Pride Foundation, City Celebration, Community United Against 
Violence and Hospitality House. However, even with these 
additona! grants, the gay community is receiving less than four 
percent of the total fünds available, while making up between 20 
and 30 percent of the total population.

SUPES O.K. BENEFITS FOR LOVERS 
San Francisco. CA — The Board of Supervisors has approved a 
change in its'rules for participation in the city’s retirement 
system, making it possible for an employee to designate any 
person, including a lover, for death and retirement benefits: 
according to a press release from the office of Supervisor Harry 
Britt. T he legislation, which was introduced by Supervisor 
Wendy Nelder, was hailed as "an important breakthrough for 
lesbian and gay city employees, and a major precedent for the 
idea of domestic partnership." said Britt.

CATHOLIC TASK FORCE MUM ON CHURCH REPORT 
San Francisco. CA — The full Task Force on Gay/Lesbian 
Issues of the Commission on Social Justice has decided not-to 
comment on the new Catholic Church report on homosexuality 
until it «an be. considered more fully, according to chairperson 
Kevin Gordon. The Task Force has been joined in this by 
Dignity, the San Francisco Coalition for Human Rights and 
Catholics for Human Dignity. Gordon says the groups intend to 
"prayerfully study the Priests' Senate document in depth. At a 
later time, perhaps in two-or three weeks, a formal statement 
will be made in collective discernment as to. what level of. 
credibility -  if any -  the Priests’ Senate document has. "

COORS LOSES COURT CASE 
San Francisco, CA — The Adolph Coors Company may not 
have access to confidential files and membership lists of the gay 
rights organization active in the Coors boycott, according to an 
order issues by U.S:.District Court Judge Spencer Williams. 
The ruling was issued in a lawsuit filed by Coors in which the 
giant brewing company is contending that Solidarity and othe r • 
groups are violating the Sherman Antitrust Act by organizing a 
Coors .boycott. John Meadow s, a spokesman for Coors. told The 
Sentinel that the Colorado based brewery does not know yet 
whether it will appeal the ruling, but he said he thinks some of 
the findings were faul.lv. "We were never alter'the complete 
membership list, despite the way thé gay press has covered this. 
We just wanted the names of those who were actively working on 
the boycott."

Although- Solidarity has maintained that it is' workjog 
independently on the boycott. The Sentinel revealed several 
issues back that leader Howard Wallace has been on the secret 
payroll of the AFL-CIO's Coors Boycott Committee for at least six 
years, and has received payments amounting to more than 
$7000- Both Wallace and David Sickler, head of the Gsirs 
Boycott Committee, refuse to discuss the payments and are 
"stonewalling" all questions.

Parade Co-Chairs Predict 
a Happy, Healthy 
Celebration

by Gary Schweikliart 
With this year's'gala Lesbian 

Gay Freedom Day Parade and 
Celebration just around the aimer. 
ai-chairs'Konstantm Berlandt and 
Linda Boyd recently sat down to 
talk about the event and . the 
massive planning behind it 

The Sentinel: With this year's 
parade so close, just how busy are 
the two of you And what thoughts 
are racing through your minds 
these days '

Boyd: We're extremely busy 
. .  mostly trying -to. serve all 

those people who call in to say 
they can't find a place to build 
their float, or that their booth has 
no electricity yet. or they need 
information on permits. And we 
just added two new speakers from 
Norway so we have all of those 
arrangements to work out.

Beriandt: On the other hand, 
this parade committee has been 
extremely active for .some time 
now and a lot of work has already 
been done, so I feel extremely 
calm about things right now In 
fact. I almost resent the things 
Which are filling up my time now •

because they're tmistly jusr un
necessary bullshit.

Boyd: Like getting the beer 
permit. We will have the permit 
by the dav of *»>. buj S(l
far we've been getting a lot of 
extra hassle ovei it.

Exactly haw big o f an effort is it 
to pul on the parade? How many 
people are working on it?

Boyd: We have 13 subcont 
mittees. plus five officers. Each 
subcommittee has two co-chairs 
and as many as seven other 
members.

Berlandt: And even that figure 
varies. There are 18 people on 

. the beer subcommittee, anywhere 
from. 10 to >20 on the outreach 
subcommittee. 1 was at a meeting 
recently of the. march committee 
and there were representatives - 
from 45 different amt ingents (that 
will march in the parade i and 
each one of them represented a 
lot of people. So when you talk 
about who puts on the parade, 
you also have to aiunt the people 
who built the floats, who march in 
the o>ntingcnts and everyone else.

Boyd; Yeah.' they're working

GAY LEADERS, REAGANITES MEET ON
CONTINUING AIDS CRISIS

^ ------------ :—:------z----- -— :_____ 1__________ - - ~i
ANOTHER RUBBER ANYONE? Rick Cr«ne program director ol I he AlOfl/KS Foundation, surrounded by th* 25 000 free 
condom* which th* group will b* giving away at this weekend * LESBIAN/QAY FREEDOM DAY PARADE and CELEBRATION 
For more details, we page 8.

Feinstein Hails Heckler’s Commitment 
To ‘Solving the AIDS Mystery’

San Francisco Mayor Dianne 
Feinstein. who is the chair o f the 
U.S. Conference of Mayors AIDS 

% Task Force, has hailed Health 
and Human Services Secretary 
Margaret Heckler for her "very 
substantial committment to find 
ing a solution to the AIDS pmb 
lent." The mayor's- comments 
came following her return to the 
city from.Denver.where Heckler

Feinstein said 14 U.S. cities are, 
represented on the special AIDS’ 
Task Force, which was officially 
endorsed by the U.Sj Conference 
of Mayors in Deliver. "Our next 
step is to start lobbying Congress 
for addiliona! funding for.AIDS 
research and patient care." she 
said.

Maym Feinstein said she was 
particularly.- disturbed by "the

tinues to take things out of context 
which only confuses people. That 
is w hy we have to keep reinforcing 
the idea that AIDS is not casually 
contagious, that you can't get it 
from.ordinary social contact."

Feinstein said that one,of the 
advantages of the AIDS Task 
Force is thdt mayors-now have a 
way of exchanging information

For com plete  tex t o f S ecreta ry  H e ck le rs  speech on A IDS, see page 9.

addressed the I' S Conference on 
the AIDS crisis 

"After her speech. I met pri 
valely with Secretary Heckler in 
her suite, along with Sail Fran 
cisco's Public Health Director Dr. 
Meryyii Silverman and Mayor 
Ernest Morial of New Orjcans , .-. 
I believe our group came away 

. convinced that Mrs. Heckler is 
personally, as well as publicly, 
dedicated to solving the AIDS 
mystery." Feinstein told The 
Sentinel.

grow ing AIDS hysteria, for which 
I think the press is partly respoii 
sihle When you have an incident 
like we had with the police or like 
the KGO situation Iasi week, i t , 
gets blown all out of proportion' 
and is carried nation wide.

"Actually, it is still a very small 
number of people acr/iss the 
country ’who.' are getting AIDS, 
bul it is the terminal aspect of the 
disease which makes it so scary. 
However, some of the. press con

on the disease "We have a way to 
communicate, to find out what's 
going on This way each separate 
city doesn't have to reinvent the 
wheel on its own."

The San Francisco mayor was 
particularly complimentary of 
several other U.S. mayors for 
their special interest in AIDS, 
including Tom Bradley of Los 
Angeles. Marion Berry of Wash 
ingtop. D.C.. Kathy Whitmire of 
Houston aiid Morial.

Co-Chair* Linda Bord and Konstantin Borland!

Berlandt: How many monitors 
are there? I think 200 regular 
monitors .and. 5(H) contingent 
monitors. It's quite a lot of people.

Is this really the largest gathering 
of gay men and lesbians in the 
world?

Bo>d: As fai as we know then 
isn't one any biggn

Berlandt: Our crowd estimates 
have been a third of- a million 
peopli the last couple of years, 
and we re hoping for a half million 
this year.

How cooperaliir hare the city 
’ and police officials been in the

planning of this years parade
Boyd: Very cooperative. The 

parade is fairly routine, now 
especially in terms of the parade 
permit, permission to us«- the Civic 
Center Plaza, the sound permits 
and all. The only place w here we , 
seem to have trouble every year 
is with,the ABC lAlchhoj. Beverage 
Control).

Berlandt: In addition, we've 
gotten a lot of cooperation on the 
float site. Originally, w «• had some 
problem here becaus«- of some 
complaints of some <>f the cele 
brant's behavior last year 
people pissing-off the pier and all

. . so there was some reluctance 
to give us a pier this year, but we 
got some help from the mayor's 
office:

How do you respond to the those 
critics who say about the parade 
that if  you rr  seen one. you 7r  seen 
them all '

Berlandt : Well. I feel .there are 
a lot of differences each- year. 
Flach parade has its'iiwn tone, its 
own accent . .  like the John 
Anderson contingent in 1980. and 
th«- controversy last year .over 
Gay Guns. The tone of this year's 
parade w ill definitely relate to the 
AIDS crisis facing our community.

And I get excited every year 
just at th«- number of people who 
«show up.. One year I rode ort a 
float and couldn’t believe how 
many thousands and thousands of 
people there were. It was difficult 
to focus on everyone - it w as just 
amazing. 1 iclf like I was watching 
th« parade just by b«-ing on a 
float

Boyd: There are new contin 
g«-nts and oYganizntmns every 
year. Oui stag«- production is 
entirely different this year. It'll 
provide a history in a way.for 
those peopl«- who may not be 
awar«-of w hat's happened before.

But evi*n if th«- parad«- is exactly 
th«; sam« from «»ne year to th«- 
next, it still provides a reason for 
us to come together in one place, 
to see <>ne another and validate 
the cultural diversity, excitement 
and beauty-of who we are.

by Gary Schweikhart
F’or the first time since the 

Reagan administration took office, 
some middle-level officials from 
both the White House and the 
Department of Health and Human 
Services have met with leading 
gay activists to discuss the current 
AIDS crisis.

The meetiilg was held last 
Tuesday (June 21) in the HHS 
offices. Four gay leaders attended 
the hour-long discussion, including 
Dr. Marcus Conant. president of 
the national board of directors of 
the San Francisco-based AIDS/KS 
Foundation; Virginia Apuzzo. 
exécutive director of the National 
Gay Task Force; Jeff Levy. 
NGTF's Washington represen
tative; and Michael Callen, a 
person with AIDS and coTounder 
of New York's Gay Men with 
AIDS.

Governmental representatives 
at the meeting included White 
House aide Judy Buckalew, a 
special assistant to the president 
on public laison and health; Tho
mas Donnelly, assistant^cretary—̂  
of HHS for legislation; a repre
sentative from the office of Sec
retary Margaret Heckler; and two 
other HHS officials.

"This meeting was significant 
because it proves that the Reagan 
administration does have a sincere 
desire for communications with 
the gay/lesbian community." §aid 
Levy in an exclusivUMuterview 
with The Sentinel.

"They did tell us that they 
understood how much AIDS was 
affecting our community in partic
ular. and that for the government 
to maintain any credibility, we 
would have to be involved in the 
planning of all AIDS programs.

"But this meeting was just the 
first step in what will probably be 
a very long prodess. It was just a 
chance for us to get acquainted, to 
share our concerns. We have 
decided to have another meeting 
which should be set up within a 
month. This meeting will involve 
our representatives with, hope
fully. Secretary Heckler. Dr. 
Brandi from the National Insti
tute of Health and other medical 
experts." said Levy.

While the gay representatives 
had specifically asked for an 
additional $20 million a year for 
the next five years for AIDS 
research and patient care. Levy 
said that the Reagan officials 
would not be- specific about how 
much more they would spend.

"We made our case for increased 
spending. I just hope they heard 
us." Levy said.

Dr. Conant. as somewhat less 
enthusiastic about the meeting. 
"We told them that now that 
federal fifnding was available, it . 
was important that- there be some 
coordinated effort through the 
executive hrjinch to sec that the 
money is well^pent. We can't just 
throw around $12 million, it has 
to go to the scii-ntists with the 
expertise and Th«- track record to 
do th«- job."

Conant said he was particularly 
disturbed by two of the aimmenfs 
made by Reagaii officials at the 
meetnig. “Tom Donnelly said his 
personal view was thal once gay 
men became aware of the serious- 
ness of AIDS, they will modify 
their sexual behavior. Yet we told 
them that syphilis has been a 
s«rinus problem .for.years, but 
there has-been no décrias«-'in its 
incidence since World War II:

“Then Judy Buckali-w said thal 
she considered AIDS’ to
disea: like «aiH-er.. when- the

long haul away, 
in (or m i-d he« t<> the contrary. 
Evidence-'shows that AIDS is a 
virus, like Legionnaire s 'Disease. 

, so thal a cure f«i ii could be 
obtainable.' Conant said.

Despite his concerns. Conant 
said he was looking forward lo 
another meeting with (he Reagan 
officials very. soon. "If nothing 
else, maybe we at least had a 
chance to con eel some of t heir 
misinformation." Cofiaul con 
chided

i
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Oakland, CA — A bad seed may 
get snuffed. David Mason’s ni<> 
ther, Margie, wants to see her 
son live out his life in a state 
prison rather than get the death 
sentence. David has been con
victed of five counts of first degree 
murder. Trying to sob her way 
into the hearts of-the jury mem
bers, Margie recounted a sad tale. 
She hadn't wanted David tobegin 
with, he was number four, and 
then early on David started having 
problems. At eleven; David, in a 
bid for attention, started relieving 
hinjself in his own pants. "I told . 
him he would have to wear a 

*  diaper like a little baby if he 
didn’t stop this. When that didn't 
work I made him sit in the hallway 
with his dirty pants.over his head 
. . .  This seemed to work.” But it 
was downhill for David, in and 
out of juvenile hall . . .  "I couldn’t 
handle’him anymore.” I suppose ' 
it’s a little late to try rubbing his 
nose in the blood of his victims.
San Francisco. CA — Gone with 
the Wind . -  she angled her large 
ass down into the witriess chair. 
During her testimony at the trial 
of her daughter Tara’s abductors, 
Elizabeth Burke admitted to being 
in love with Loretta.Woodbury. 
Before Tara was kidnapped. Liz 
said that she had fantasized run 
hing away with Loretta, but they 
didn't know what to do with Tara 
— Loretta-doesn't like kids. Des 
pite these admissions, Liz and her 

.. blind piano tuner husband, Steve, • 
áre upset at the suggestion that 
Liz might be a lezzy. Steve: “It 
should be obvious that if I figured . 
Liz was a homosexual, we would 
still not be together." Liz resents 
the fact that her husband's job is 
on the line: “It doesn't seem fair 
that they can ruin our. character 
on top of ruining our daughter.
We were victimized once, and 
we're being victimized again." It’s 
tough being faf/married to á blind 
piano tifher and having a child 
you’d rather think about tomorrow. 
Stockton, CA — Tearing into a 
veil of tears -  they came because 
of a statue. The Diocese of Stock 
ton.has been investigating claims 
that the Madonna,'of Mater Eccles- 
ias Mission Church in 'Thornton, 
sheds tears and can move 30 feet 
or more on its own. After rumors 
of miracle, and cure people started 
flocking to th? little church and 
attendance has tripled. However. 
Bishop Roger M. Mahony sa^s 
the investigators found no evi
dence to "meet the criteria for an 
authenticated appearance of Mary, 
the mother of Jesus Christ." Ma 
honey says the witnesses to the 
alleged crying statue touched some 
kind of sticky substance that was 
"certainly not the texture or con
sistency of human tears." Con
sumed by the miraculous they've 
been gushing over her — come on 
the statue is no miracle.
San Rafael. CA -  Friday night 
after the movies. The.two young 
Women had just been to the : 
movies: either Breathless, Flash ' 
,dance. Tender Mercies or Trading 
Places. They were hanging out in 
the parking lot when they heard a 
cough in the car cruising by. They 
looked in and caught sight of 
Marin County's coroner. Dr. Ervin 
Jindrich. in all his glory, spot 
lighted by the car’s dome light 
When the car came by again, the 
women summoned the police and 
signed a citizen’s complaint against 

\  Jindrich. Dr. Jindrich blamed the 
whole thing on his.baggy jogging 
shorts: "There was nothing inten 
•tional on my part. I had been out 
for a run earlier, and I drove 
through the hit to see wha| was 
playing at the movies. You can't 
imagine how devastating this is’” 
The breathless coroner’s evidence, 
when flashed, did not elicit their 
tender mercies and he wishes he 
could trade places with someone.

An W Car 
for the 'A' Gay

DAVID
V A R N E R
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Michael G. Eggert

Ti“irbe": CCBA

Caring for the heart 
of San Francisco

French Hospital is committed to the practice of preventive health 
care. To demonstrate that we truly care about the citizens of 
San Francisco, we re offering this 68-page Quick Reference 
Emergency Handbook completely free, as a community service. 
It contains comprehensive information and instruction that 
will help you save time... and possibly 
someone’s life in an emergency situ
ation. Send for yours today.

Be Prepared!
Send for your FREE 
Emergency Handbook

■ Address 
I  . City
1 State Zip

/ ■ m  !

1 MandabaChS Simms’/Pacific. Inc 
■ Altn French Hospital 
1 1201 Park Avenue 
m Emeryville. CA 94606
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cusHion
O- tr---i 1222 Folsom St.I--1 San Francisco, CA

—
‘ (415)861-3182

FOR THE ULTIMATE IN SLEEP COMFORT TRY 
A  FO A M  MATTRESS -  AVAILABLE IN VARYING 

DENSITIES -  AT REASONABLE PRICES.

• FOAM MATTRESS SIZES IN STOCK
•  FREE CUTTING,-USUALLY WHILE YOU WAIT
•  REPLACEMENT FOAM

• Sofa 4 Chair -
• OMP£RS 4 BOATS

•  C ustom  Sew ing
•  FREE ESTIMATES
•  Po lyeste r b a ttin g
•  SHREDDED FOAM
•  FO AM  ADHESIVE
•  PLATFORM BEDS

HOME OF THE FAMOUS FOLDING SOFA BED

r i - V

BSP 5.47 I S "
Vi 6.95 IO-!»
24. Ï2-4?  r castrt»!

2970 9  to 7 P’n

s«i<*ï'
621-.6886

D A N ISH
D E L IG H T S

4 1 0 4  2 4 th  S T R E E T
N E A R  C A S T R O

Our Ow n Designs  
for Men &-• Women  

Peasant shirts 
Quilted vests and dresses  

All in natural fibers

282-6878

•  23 (Thurv) «Lothian Oay Advisory 
nmlttaa of the Human Rights Commission 

meeting At 33 Gough Si. firs« floor auditorium, 
at 530 P.M for more info, call Jackie 
Winnow 01558-4901

• AIDS KS Foundation protont* “An

friand«,* including Robert Oulllaumo 
Phytlli Dinar (ortho KIM Jana Fonda ana
others Cdcklails 015 30 PM. performance 
at 7 P M. Oockstoge reception at 9 pm, 
dinner with the stors ot 10 PM. Tickets from 
525 to 5250 lot details, call 864-4376

•  An Ivenlng of Dialogua With,Harry 
Hay a founding memoer of the Mattachine 
Society At Bound Together Bookstore. 1369 
Haight Sheet, ot 7 30 PM For details, dot 
Joey at 431-8355

• Framotlna and Tiocodaro Transfer
present EXHEJlTlONists a video performance 
art extiovaganra Storting at 7.30 PM. at 
the Troc For more, call John Canaly at 861- 
0843

• June 24 (Frt.) • Bay Area Physicians 
for Human Rights annual meeting and 
cocktail party in the Green Room of the 
War Memorial Building. 401 Von Ness Ave 
From 6 to 8 P M

Phofo by D. Lew

-
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Custom Leathers *

§ 2 1 -6 6 7 2  J Now at
THE JACKET shop  

1975 Market St 
SF C a.94 103

on Losblan and Oay Aging at SFSU. 
McKenna Theatre. 8 AM. to 5 P.M both 
days Speakers include tIU Beardemphl 
Morris Knight Dol Martin and Horto
Donaldson For more info, phone 552-3054 
Juno 25 (Sal.) -  Freeing Oursehres and 
loch Other, a workshop for lesbons and 
goy men on internalized gay oppression 
From 10 AM to 2 PM. at the Women's 
Building. 3543 18th Street

•  Mark Feldman House Sale with books, 
furniture, household goods, excellent duality 
chachkes and much more At the home of 
the gay octivst who recently passed away 
with AIDS At 174A Liberty at Dolores. 9 30 la 
5 PM Come out. give o hand, and 
remember a very good Inend 
• Operation Concern’s Oay losblan CXrt- 
reooh to ilders is hosting a reception 
hononng goy seniors who participated in 
me NALGG conference From 5 30 to 7 30 
P M at Operation Concern, 1853 Market St. 
For oOditionol data, dial Stafford Buckley at 
626 7000

Democratic Council presents J
an event honoring ChicagtfJJlayor 
Washington At Fort Mason Conference 
Center. Building A. from 6 to 8 P M Tickets 
are 515 For me facts, can Steve Wolters at 
621-4986
Juno 26 (tun) • Li MIAN OAT FRffDOM 
DAY PARADE AND CELEBRATION For a
complete hst of scheduled events, see 
page 8

•  KSAN’s *Oay Uto* presents loped 
highlights of me May 26 Harvey Milk Goy 
Democratic Club dimer At6AM OQjfrSAN 
(95 FM)
Juno 2S (Tues.) •  Harvey Milk Oay 
Democratic Club general meeting at the 
Women's Building. 7 30 P M 
Juno 29 (Wed.) • KPKA’s "Fruit Punch*
presents a review of lesbian Gay Freedom 
Day From 10lo l l  PM onKPFA(941 FM) 
and KFCF (88 FM)
July 3 (Sun.) •  O 40 Phis presents certified 
Rotter and psychotherapist Shimon Ante 
At 2 PM at First Unitarian Church. Franklin 
and Geary Streets For details, 552-1997
July 4 (Mon.) • Itonewa* Oay Democratic
Club regular meeting 7 30 P.M at the 
Women's Building
July 6 (Wod.) • San Francisco Hiking 
Club general meeting At Eureka Valley 
Rec Center near 18thandCollingwooclat
7 30,-PM

C A S T R A  N E R IC A I.
C L IN IC

S3] Csnro Street
iKO. CA Ml 14 

|4I5| 861•3366

MON fHI Noon - 8 • SAT 4 SUN Noon 4 
'  For The Man Who Has Everything

Open 7 Days a Week

FREE CAR WASH 
June 30 at

AUTO CITY CAR AND VAN WASH
The Ultimate Car Wash 

Interior and Exterior Cleaning 
Polish and Detail Work 

16th & S. Van Ness •  863-6643

FRED B. ROSENBERG
ATTORNEY

3363 Mission Street,San Francisco 94110 
(415) 647-8000/285-0440

IMMIGRATION • CRIMINAL • DRUNK DRIVING 
COHABITATION AGREEMENTS

Paw Feather & Fin 2275 Market St 
EXOTIC BIRDS, FISH, PET SUPPUES  
Garden Level
O ne o f the la rgest se lections in the  area. Pet 
supplies by Sargents, Pulvex, Zodiak, Holiday, 
Lambert-kay, Tetra-M in Dishes, cages, books, 
brushes, and  more. 431-5624.

L 4
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Dolls, Dubie &, Dykes
Several speakers from various 

•women’s organizations were at A 
Little More last Friday evening 

'to  kick off Women's Awareness 
Week. Bartender Jill Richards 
coordinated the event which fea 
• tured Nistuh Boom, Jill Tallmer. 
Pat Norman. California Fruits 
taka Harrison. Hofsass. Clevenson 
and Beall I and the inimitable Lea 
DeLaria. Salad and spaghetti 
were provided free of charge. I 
was disappointed at the low turn
out: at the height of the evening, 
only forty w.tjmen had shown up. 
The apdience was rowdy and 
appreciative and most of them 
stayed on to dance after the show.

The Dirty Old lesbian league 
<DOLL> of S.F. may give .the 
Sisters of Perpetual Indulgence 
some competition. I spoke with 
Kitten Craven (aka Sister Mercy) 
of Amelia's; she's in charge of RP 
(Relations in Public) and told me 
that the Dolls are planning a 
"sweetheart" prom early this fall 
to benefit KS. Contact Kitten at

Amelia:s Sunday or Tuesday 
nights if you want to play with 
some dolls. Singer Francesca 
Dubie and comedian Lea DeLaria 
are both going on vacation the 
month of July . . .  have fun and 
we'll see you back on the circuit in 
August.

Denise Martinez (aka Anita 
Parmen), Amelia's sexiest cocktail 
waitress, is now working at Clem
entina's. We miss you.'Floozy . . 
come back to Amy's and visit us. 
"Fact and Fantasy: A Multi-Media 
Exhibit of Nudes by Women" .will 
be shown at the Vida Gallery in 
the Women's Building from Sept. 
2-24. Do you ..have some.old junk 
you'd like to get rid of, but hate to 
throw away? Then bring it to Don 
Miesen. the manager of the Com 
rnunity Thrift* Store on Valencia 
Street (right across the alley from 
Amelia's). You choose the char 
¡table.organization that will receive 
the money from your donation. 
This is a good way to help fight 
AIDS and KS too.

If you'd like to get away from it 
all and you're tired of the RushRiv. 
then.escape to Chateau Valhalla 
in Redwood Valley. They have 
over 200 acies of land in which to 
camp out and rough it for a very 
reasonable price. Call George 
Nissen or Darlene Dickerson at 
(707) 485-0512 for more info. 
Political notes: Jo Kuney resigned 
as vice president of Alice because 
she'll be working in Senator Alan 
Cranston's office; Margaret Frost 
and Diana Christensen will vie 
for her post at the July general 
meeting; Stonewafl dues support 
Pat Norman for supervisor; women 
are urged -to attend the next 
Stonewall meeting on July 5 at 
7:30 P.M. at the Women's Build 
ingra special agenda on women's 
issues is on tap; the Feminist 
Democrats will do a fundraiser on 
July 1 for Barbara Boxer and 
Sala-Burton; Alice endorsed the 
"Great California Condom Cam 
paign" and will pass out Ramses 
rubbers at Hibernia Beach soon: 
Labor Independence Day is July 5 
with a celebration al City Hall.

Sally Ride, the first woman 
astronaut, has a real butch ex- 
college roommate who just hap
pens to be a tennis player. . . nuff 
said. Has Sal Rossclligone punk? 
He was seen at The Stud last 
F'riday evening being escorted by 
a tall blonde number and had his 
hair all slicked back and mod.

Different Strokes on California 
St. is closed, and I hear the new 

.owners may be planning to turn it 
into a straight bar . . .  just what 
we need. Lesbian activist and 

. S.F. State teacher Sally Gearhart 
was recently urged by friends to 
run for supe. She responded that 
her teaching was more important 
than running for office . . .  now if 
everyone felt that way. think how 
many less supervisorial candidates 
there would be.

Ambiance, a new women's pro 
duction company, is doing it "In 
the Heat of the Night" this Satur
day (25th) from 9 P.M. to 4 A.M. 
This women's dance party will 
cost you S12 and it'll go down at 
101 Kansas with popular Amelia's 
I)J Page Hodel spinning the tunes 
- . .  see y'all there.

The first outdoor Stem Grove 
concert of the season was held 
last Sunday afternoon at 19th and 
Sloat. Thousands listened to a 
very fine orchestra play Beethoven 
and Mozart. I enjoyed sitting on 
the grass sipping white wine and 
people-watching. The trolleys are 
back on Market St. in preparation 
for the Trolley Festival which 
starts tomorrow (June 24). The 
festival runs through Sept, and is 
expected to attract many locals 
and visitors alike.

Till next time — have a very 
Happy Gay Day and don't let the 

.River run too wide.

Going to the Dogs
Masters of different breeds and 

varrying pedigrees brought their 
canine companions to last week's 
Third Annual Castro Street Dog 
Show to compete for prizes and 
recognition. Singer and entertainer 
Sharoii McNight, Mistress of 
Ceremonies performed brilliantly.

Her song "Stand by Your Dog" 
and constant ad-libs throughout 
the four-hour show were certainly 
a monument to creativity and

(Some owners were much more 
interesting than their dogs.) The 
best of show went to Joey a small 
black dog of "mixed ancestry" 
dressed as a Pharoah and carried 
.on a royal litter by two nearly 
naked "Egyptians" wearing gold 
lamé bikini'briefs and accompanied 
by Cleopatra waving her royal fan 
to keep the flies away. Sebastian, 
a chihuahua dressed in a miniature 
motorcycle cap and tiny chaps 
complete with red hankie (on the

JOEY, Beit ol Show with mondent! at this yean Castro Street Extravaganza

endurance. At one point when 
Dog #37 was being introduced 
somebody from thé crowd impat 
iently yelled. “How many more 
dogs are there going to be?" 
McNight's retort was. "Honey, 
you didn't have to pay to get in 
and you don't- have to pay to 
leave!" This brought a round of" 
cheers. .

Thousands jammed the 500 
block of Castro to get a look at 
nearly 50 dogs and their owners.

left) was awarded best drag. The 
best match to owner award went 
to Cerberus, a shaggy, pink; disco- 
dancing Afghan and Michael, his 
curly, pink haired <>wner from 
Berkeley. A new' category was 
added this year: The Harvey Milk 
Annual Celebrity Dog Award. 
This year the prestigious award 
went to who else but Kid. the 12 
year-old dog which belonged to 

.slain Supervisor Harvey Milk. 
Scott Smith. Harvey'S former
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lover, was there to receive the 
award.

Entertainment was kicked off 
by Sonny Padilla. Jr., who sang 
"It's Your Body" and “Talk to 
Me." Skip Barret and the Foggy 
City Squares got thousands of 
toes tapping and hands clapping 
in the crowd. Nicholas, glover & 
Wray sang the close harmony 
they are noted for. dressed in 
harmonious costumes of magenta, 
aqua and turquoise. The Fabu
lous Dumonts left the crowd 
yelling for more. Debbie Jacobs 
and Bermuda Schwartz also thril
led the spectators with their sing
ing talents.

Among the judges this, year 
were: local resident Genevieve 
Farmer., gay activist Cleve 
Jones, Supervisor Harry Britt, 
columnist Karl Stewart, columnist 
Mr. TVJarcus. writer Strange 
deJim, and of course my notorious 
self.

Jay Johnson and Joe Srhmall
are to be commended for puffing 
on another successful Dog Show. 
We would like to thank the hun 
dreds of volunteers who made 
this possible, especially Donald 
Catalano of the National Associa 
t'ion of Lesbian and Gay Geron 
tology. San F'rancisco's S.P.C.A.. 
Ken Krpll of Liquor Express and 
Jon Berliner of-the Gay Com 
munities Directories.

Winner of the $1,000 raffle 
first prize was Chris Rotella 
Cash for the raffle was donated 
by Headlines. Twin Peaks Bar. 
The Victorian Veterinarian Clinic. 
Peter Frisch of the Advocate and 
Others. W'e are grateful to all the 
merchants and restaurateurs w ho 
donated raffle prizes and to Dick 
Collier of the Trocadero Transfer 
for donating several tickets to the 
Metropolis party. Final results of 
how much money was raised for 
the beneficiaries were not avail 
able at press.time.

Nikos Diaman w ill give a book 
signing party at the Walt Whitman 
Bookshop. 2319 Market, on Sat.

June 25. 1 to 3 P.M. The former 
8-year resident of the Castro has 
just published his fourth novel. 
Reunion. It isaJovrstnry involving 
three men set in the Castro in the 
late seventies. The shifting moods 
and feelings which effect the 
course of their individual lives are 
presented in sparse, precise, al
most elegant prose, Diaman’s three 
previous books are: Ed Dean is 
Queer, The Fourth Wall and Sec
ond Crossing. This hew book is 
published by Persona Press and 
retails for $8.95.

Bob Ray. owner of Hot ’n 
Hunky donated all the proceeds . 
11:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M.,.June 8; 
from his restaurant to the AIDS/ 
KS Foundation. Ron Fontanini. 
manager of the event,.informs me 
that $2.467.11 was raised.

Robert Baranyi, 6‘ 2" with blue 
eyes, a new face in the Castro, 
has just arrived from Philadelphia 
and insists he is in heaven because 
of all the dark men with beards! 
He enjoys man-watching and meet 
ing the wide variety of people in 
the Castro. He already has two 
daddies and is looking for another. 
Robert hangs out at the Detour.

Dennis Franklin, another new 
face, is here all the way from 
Sacramento. He hangs out al the 
Badlands and likes dancing at thé 
Troc on Fridays and Saturdays. I 
can’t get him together with Robert 
because his beard hasn't grow n in 
yet!

The "Save the Great California 
Condom Campaign" is doing well. 
Schmid Lab of Little Falls. NJ. 
has agreed to send us.one hundred 
thousand condoms for free distri 

• bution. Dixie Lipp^ft. manager 
of Hibbard Pharmacy. 4202 18th 
St. (across from Cala), is giving 
away three free condoms to any 
body who makes a purchase.al 
her store. My consumers report 
on condoms is still incomplete. If 
you have advice or experience 
concerning conaoms and how to 
use them effectively, please feel 
frèe.to write me c/o The Sentinel.
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Is 'Whitewash' a Smear?
Last week-two nurses resigned 

rather than treat persons with 
AIDS; technical workers at KGO 
threatened to walk off their jobs 
rather than place microphones on 
AIDS patients scheduled to be 
interviewed; a man with AIDS 
was reportedly refused service in 
a gay restaurant.

The horror we share as our 
friends suffer and die from this 
disease cannot be expressed in 
words. As we. each in our own 
way. deal with grief for our 
brothers no longer fighting this 
frightening epidemic, we rpust 
adrlrps« the need« of people strug-

gling to overcome AIDS.
A wave of panic has been 

initiated by some groups like the 
Police Officers Association, which 
has issued gloves and surgical 
masks to officers dealing with 
gays. This panic can be evidenced 
in this month's California Maga 
zinc article by Peter Collier and 
David Horowitz entitled “White
wash."

The article is an inflamatory, 
distorted view of the different 
actions gay political leaders are 
taking to educate and advise the 
community on ways to combat

Second National AIDS Forum
The Second National AIDS 

Forum met in Denver earlier this 
month, along with- the Fifth 
National Lesbian/Gay Health 
Conference. Over two hundred 
doctors, nurses, psychologists.

■ volunteers, and people with AIDS 
attended the. Forum and Confer 
ence>

While the larger, conference 
addressed a number of issues of 

. lesbian and gay health care, such 
as hepatitis, donor insemination, 
alcoholism, and rape, the forum 
itself focussed on aspects ot the 
AIDS crisis. Representatives from 
all over the country, and from 
other countries, shared their 
experiences and learned from the 
experiences of others.

Several important decisions 
were made; One involved the 
format ion.of a national federation 
of. AIDS-related organizations.

The purposes of the federation 
include information sharing, 
forming policy guidelines for 
unified national action, and avoid
ing duplication of effort.

Specific proposals for thé fédéra 
tion included the establishment of 
a lobbying project in Washington 
D.C. Jo secue funding for the 
AIDS crisis, and the formation qf „ 
a resources information project.

Thirty-eight organizations were.

present at the. initial meeting of 
the federation. For the time being, 
plans for the federation are being 
coordinated by an interim steering 
committee composed of represen 
tatives from four national lesbian/ 
gay organizations, seven regional 
AIDS organizations, and three 
people with AIDS.

The steering committee will 
meet again in New York City op 
Aug. 13, 1983. For further infor- 

.mation on the federation, contact 
the National Gay Health Education 
Foundation, Inc., P.O. Box 834. 
Linden Hill, New York. 11354'. ,

Other workshops presented 
recommendations to the forum. 
These included policy statements 
on blood donation and AIDS, 
principles of infection control, and 
a statement from the Worpen's 
AIDS Network, a group of twenty 
five, women working in various 
capacities on the AIDS crisis. . 
Copies of the recommendations 
are available from Forum Co
ordinator Jeff Richards at 41 
Landers. S.F., CA 94114. for cost 
of copying and postage.

Fourteen people with AIDS 
attended the forum, representing 
San Francisco, New York. Hous 
ton. and Denver; Wp formed an 
Advisory Committee which met 
daily to plan our strategy and to 
attend as many workshops as
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and avoid AIDS; Some of the gay 
"leaders" quoted in the article are 
using the AIDS epidemic and the 
legitimate fears it has generated 
as a political football.

The most vocal of this group of 
"AIDS Panic Mongers" is Cather
ine Cusic, chair of the Gay/Lesbian 
Health Services Committee of the 
Harvey Milk Gay Democratic 
Club's AIDS task force. She and a 
few other club leaders have lashed 
out insanely, acci/sing leaders of 
the Coalition for Human Rights, 
the Stonewall Gay and Alice B. 
Toklas Democratic Clubs, the 
Health Department, the Parade 
Committee and the KS/AIDS 
Foundation as traitors to the gay 
community, homicidal and crimin
ally negligent.

At a recent national conference 
in Denver. Cusic even went so far 
as to physically assult a man who 
disagreed with her tactics. With 
no sarcasm, I believe this mean, 
disturbed woman should seek

professional attention. Instead she 
appears on media talk show and 
does interviews portraying herself 
as a responsible leader of the 
lesbian/gay community.

Contrary to Cusic's accusations. 
Alice president Randy Stallings, 
San Francisco Health Department 
official Pat Norman and other 
lesbian/gay leaders speak with 
voices of reason. With strong 
evidence that AIDS is transmitted 
through sexual contact (more 
specifically and exchange of some 
body fluids) most of our commu
nity's leaders are recommending 
a change of sexual habits and 
more discretion with sexual part
ners. They certainly believe the 
community needs to be educated 
about the facts of AIDS and 
support the many communications 
already distributed throughout the 
community. They don't, however, 
advocate labeling patients as car
riers of a "plague" or the closure 
of gay businesses.

I believe we are way over our 
heads with this catastrophe. As 
politicians and community leaders, t 
we should do all possible to lobby J  
for more funds for research, edu /  
cate the community on all findings 
of the medical profession, encour
age. each other to live healthy 
lives. Most importantly, we need 
to take care of our brothers who 
have contracted this disease and 
help them live through this crisis.

This year’s parade has the 
overwhelming support of the San 
Francisco Labor Council, which 
will be represented by a large 
marching contingent. The Les- 
bian/Gay Labor Alliance continues 
to gain support and members. 
Their next meeting is on Thurs
day. July 7,7 P.M., at 240 Golden 
Gate Avenue.

July 5 has been proclaimed 
Labor Independence Day by a 
coalition of Bay Area unions facing

strikes by greedy management 
teams. The event to be held at 
City Hall from 2 to 5 P.M. is being 
co-sponsored by the Coalition for 
Human Rights and the Alice B. 
Toklas Club.

Congratulations to Alice VP Jo 
Kuney. who begins her new job 
as Northern California Field 
Representative on Alan Cranston's 
Senatorial staff next month. 
Cranston's gain is Alice's loss, as 
Jo must leave her position with 
the club after seven years of 
activism. She will act as a liason 
between the Senator and his 
Northern constituents outside of 
S.F. Since this means working in 
some areas where prominent up
front gays and lesbians are scarce, 
it is to Cranston's credit that he 
chose the lesbian leader for the 
post, and underscores the point 
that his commitment to human 
rights is npt merely a fashionable 
ideological stance, but a way of 
life.

possible. Our presence was well- 
received; many of the attendees 
had never met a real person with 
AIDS before, and few people had 
met such assertive spokesmen.

We, too, made recommendations 
to the forum. Our statement, which 
was read before a banner reading. 
“Fighting For Our Lives." received 
a standing ovation.

STATEMENT FROM THE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE OF 

PEOPLE WITH AIDS
We condemn attempts to label 

us as “victims,” which term implies 
defeat, and we are only occasion
ally "patients," which term implies 
passivity, helplessness, and 
dependence upon the care of 
others. We are "people with 
AIDS."
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

HEALTH CARE 
PROFESSIONALS:

•  Come out, especially to their 
clients who have AIDS.

•  Always clearly identify and

discuss the theory they favor as to 
the cause of AIDS, since this bias 
affects the treatment and advice 
they give.

• Get in touch with their feelings 
(e.g.. fears, anxieties, hopes, etc.) 
about AIDS and not simply deal 
with AIDS intellectually.

• Take a thorough personal 
inventory and indentify and 
examine their own agendas around 
AIDS.

•Treat people with AIDS as 
whole people, and address psycho
social issues as well as biophysical

• Address^, the- question of 
sexuâïïIym~peopIe with. AIDS 
specifically, sensitively, and with 
information about gay male sex
uality in general and the sexuality 
of people with AIDS in ■particular.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
ALL PEOPLE:

We recommend that all people;
• Support us in our struggle 

against those who would fire .us 
from our jobs, evict us from our
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homes., refuse to touch us, or 
separate us from our loved ones, 
our community, or our peers, since 
available evidence does not sup
port the view that AIDS can be 
spread by casual social contact.

• Do not scapegoat people with 
AIDS, blame us for the.epidemic, 
or generalize about our lifestyles.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
PEOPLE WITH AIDS:

We recommend that people with 
AIDS.

• Form caucuses to choose their 
own representatives, to deal with 
the media, to choose their own 
agenda, and to plan their own 
strategies.

•  Involve temselves at every 
level of decision-making in AIDS- 
related organizations and specifi
cally serve on. the Boards of- 
Directors.

•  Participate in all AIDS Forums 
with equal credibility as other 
participants, to share their own 
experiences and knowledge.

•  Substitute low-risk sexual 
behaviors for those which could

endanger themselves or their 
partners, and we feel that people 
with AIDS have an ethical re
sponsibility to inform their poten
tial sexual partners of their health 
status.

RIGHTS OF PEOPLE 
WITH AIDS:

People with AIDS have the 
right;

• To as full and satisfying sexual 
, and emotional lives as anyone

else.
• To quality medical treatment 

and social-service provision, with
out discrimination of any form.

•  To full explanations of all 
medical procedures and risks, to 
choose or refuse their treatment 
modalities, to refuse to participate 
in research without jeopardizing

informed decisions aÿiut their
their treatment and to make 
inforn 
lives.

•T o  privacy, to’confidentiality 
of medical records, to human 
respect, and. to choose who their 
significant others are.

• To die and to live in dignity.

J
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'Don't Bother Me With Facts,'
Said the Grand Inquisitor

by W.E. Beardemphl
Since revitalising The Sentinel, the attitude by homosexual ‘leaders' 

about being concerned with politically correct impressions in place of the 
truth, has been our most difficult problem to overcome in pursuing 
journalistic integrity. Dy after day we are badgered with lies and deceits. 
If we do not adhere to the momentary fad of just what lies we are 
supposed to print as fact, then we are called everything the liers can 
dream up. If we defend ourselves from the subsequent vicious attacks for 
not repeating the required party-line, then we are accused of being 
devisive and attacking the whole homosexual community. As a community, 
we used to be responsible persons doing responsible acts in responsible 
ways. Now, our community has degenerated into little more than ass- 
kissers. ’

As we see it at The Sentinel, our main job is to bring back the 
popularity of being informed of the whole truth, all the facts. Then we can 
make community decisions' and engage in community activity from a 
knowledgeable perspective.

There Were many times during the rebirth of The Sentinel in the past 
year and a half that .we opposed misrepresentation of truth which was the 
requirement Of being politically correct. This sickening, immature 
process of manipulation and lies started in our community in New York 
with Stonewall and the ‘gay lib’ groups then spread to San Francisco. The 
irresponsibility of'gay lib'-caused a reversal of many of the San Francisco 
accomplishments of our homosexual revolution which we started in the 

’60s. A good sign is that yoiing homosexuals, again, face reality and look 
at getting things accomplished by using the principles of the homosexual 
revolution. So we do not repeat these mistakes of being deceived and 
believing deception is a legitimate political tactic we must remember 
what it entails. .

Let us remember these past few years filled with misleading incidents 
in the context of.one popular ‘gay lib’ journalist’s attitude when he wrote 
his sanctifying biography based on what he thought was "próbable". "Í 
did not have time to research the facts," he said. This book is supposed to 
be a bible for 'gay lib'. It is politically correct. It also is not the truth.

Let us remember those flights of fancy printed as news in a popular gay 
publication whose self-declared stock-in-trade is to sensationalize and 

. censor and distort. When we were lied about in its pages, George Banda 
and myself, thinking we were long-time friends of the owner of that 
paper, went to him and asked that he stop the lies and apologize. "Of 
course I will,'.' said the owner. "I never even read the things you pointed 
out." (In his own. paper?) We not only never received a printed apology, 
but there was a repetition of that particular big lie. Then we were 
repeatedly attacked and viciously lied about in subsequent issues. When 
we defended ourselves, We were attacked for attacking other “homosexuals 
in our community who are useful." This is not quite as cute as some- 
persons seem to think. This, too, must end.

Or we can view these intentionally false incidents in the blinding 
intellectual light of Christianity and professionalism. Not more than a 
month ago. Reverend Billy .Graham was preaching in my home town 
declaring AIDS ánd herpes were a sign from God demanding morality 
from homosexuals in their sexual practices. We have a lot of medical 
professionals preaching the same clap-trap with pontifical zeal and little 
fapt. Many of these good doctors, medical and Christian, earn tremendous 
wages through these sermons and platitudes chiseled in soapstone. Yét, 
last week a small group of medical research scientists, a part of the 
medical community who really make medicine great through their 
research genius, announced the first herpes breakthrough. Meanwhile 
Pioneer II zoomed out of our solar system ipstead of bouncing against the 
edge of space and back to earth. Are these scientists advocating immoral 
sexual practices for homosexuals by curing herpes and investigating 
space, Reverend Billy? Let prayers to and preaching about the gods of 
mystery and medicine-be labeled correctly: the passing of foul wind.

But, nowhere can we see fuzz-ball facts being an excessive way of life, 
more than in our so 'veddy' politically correct homosexual organizations. 
One such political club voted some kind of censure of a Sentinel story last 
week without even bothering to .investigate the facts. They were imposed 
upon by a person who misrepresented hirpself and misled the faithful. Let 
us start growing tip', people. When there has not been a clear presentation 
from all persons involved in an incident, then postpone voting until all 
sides can be given equal time-. This one sided, immature distortion of 
truth is passe to the max. Join the 80's. It can be a good feeling to be 
correct for a change’instead of being just politically correct and fanatically 
factually fuzzy.

After all — wasn’t The Grand Inquisitor nothing more tHan a self 
indulgent sadist dressed in a flowing red gown? Furthermore — whát 
can one think of a Christ who would create and then cater to such a jerk?

EDITORIAL QUESTIONED
I applaud your intention to destroy 

the myths of AIDS, but I would suggest 
a closer reading ¿1 the medical litera
ture' There is no documented com
plete remission ‘from AIDS thru inter
feron Rather, interféron has at time 
produced remission of KS but the 
underlying immune deficiency is not 
cured AIDS is already being con
quered. you say Wishful thinking1 
Don t buy into the transient euphoria 
of the theory of the month club. 
Also, gays represent 72 percent of the 
tota' AIDS people not 60 to 70 percent

Such poorly excused research could 
lull into complacency but instead it 
sebms to have galled you into attacks 
on the gay left wing and your rivals at 
B A R ' As Torn Waddell aptly noted, 
gays are quick to form a firing squad, 
usually in the shape ot a circle Well 
we need a circle but it should bé one 
of unity and coq^gé'

Please consult with numerous experts 
In the' health community before you 
attempt to inform on AIDS You do the 
gay commumly a disservice with this 
misinformation Anyone of us could be 
facing an AIDS diagnosis tomorrow 
only 005 percent of us. to be sure, but 
God help you if it s you .
George Jalbert: Nursing Student 
Sen Francisco

A BA R CLONE?
I m really hopeful that The Sentinel 

lives up to its new campaign to clear 
up misinformation on AIDS through 
. correct informed advertising and 
editorials Paul Lorch s tearful insmu- 
àtjng -paranoia-in-print has been a 
genuine disservice to our community 
The Sentinel is nght to try lor something 
better

But WE Beardemphl s peculiar Des
troying the Myths of AIDS features 
the kind of scatter-shot innuendo .■ 
happy face denial and fearful irration

ality that we ve come to expect of the 
BAR.

• (Gay Libbers) preach I have found 
out everything about AIDS and I m 
going"to savé your life Oh really’  
Would you care to substantial^ this’

• Harry Britt and his cadre of 
nonstop agitators are trying to use 
AIDS as a political exploitation tool 
Ouite an accusation How about some 
facts?

•  The homosexual community is 
over 99 and 99/100 percent free of 
AIDS And. AIDS is damn difficult to - 
get In other words, not to worry It 
is weirdly upbeat logic like this that 
reduces concern, pot hysteria

• The suggestions, bulletins and 
rules about AIDS must be stopped 
Fabulous How about a pamphlet 
burning at 18th and Castro’

•  Long winded professional bro
chures and proclamations are creating 
confusion Not if you take the time to 
read and consider them

•  We need only brief fact, clear 
signs No matter 'how one longs 
for the simple answers none will be 
forthcoming soon What we do need in 
the meantime is the intelligence and 
patience to sift- through uncertain 
information

Mr Beardemphl has my sympathy if 
he is confused by the what ifs. 
maybe*. and what he calls the 
medical garbage surrounding a dis

ease we re only beginning to under
stand

And f support his right to express 
contusion, however wrecklessly

But when he. like Mr Lorch. tries to 
pawn if off as a public service to the 
Gay Community, this community ought 
to get mighty indignant We expect 
and deserve more than outbursts such 
as this

If The Sentinel is really serious about 
responsible journalism, it must do 
better than this From the look ot this 
editorial The Sentinel is not rewriting 
the rules for Gay journalism so much 
as cloning them from the BA R  
Chris Grubbs 
San Francisco .

AND FURTHERMORE...
In regard to your editorial on AIDS 
(June 8), you certainly Identify that 
there are a lot of thing that we don t 
know and you do-paint a scenario that 
we all hope will be the real one. But 
your conclusions are spurious for at 
least two reasons

First, your analogy iS similar to 
examining deaths from driving while 
drunk, finding that drivers of Cadillacs 
are seldom killed and concluding that 
driving drunk in a Cadillac is therefore 
no problem
• The other error you make is more to 
the point, you fail to understand the 
science (art?) of epidemiology While, 
researchers know little about AIDS, 
they do know a great deal about 
infectious diseases The advice which 
you conclude is only politically correct 
bullshit is actually sound medical 
advice based upon known scientific 
facts.

It is certainly true that our love 
needs care Simple canng acts staying 
home when sick, reducing our number 
of sexual partners, learning .about and 
having consideration tor our sexual 
partners, not injesting semen, fecal 
material, or urine, taking care of our 
bodies, minds, and spirits: and most 
important, enjoying our sexual activity 
more. If that kind of care is politically 
correct bullshit, then let s hear it for 
P.6 !
William Keteringham. Ph.D.
San Francisco

AIDS ETC.

complete remissions in thirteen of 
there KS patients who qualified for 
interferon analysis. That s a complete 
remission rate of 23 percent Moreover, 
two of the three patients showing 
complete remissions have since died 
from opportunistic infections 

Locally.Dr.VolberdingofSanFrancisco 
General is reporting (in press releases) 
success with interferon in his patients 
He claims that 50 percent of his KS 
patients'hsvtrfia3 either complete or 
partial remission or their lesions'Bur 
how many are complete and how many 
are partial? This is not stated Dr 
Volberding s data has not yet been 
published nor have the patients been 
weaned from the drug We can always 
be optimistic that his studies will 
eventually provide rationale for the 
continued use of interferon to treat KS 
in the setting of a (fersisting immune 
suppression, but only time will tell 

Lastly, you imply that the recent 
discovery showing the thymus gland 
of people with AIDS is atrophied 
(shrunk) gives renewed hope that a 
cure is around the corner Actually, 
this finding holds very little intellectual 
interest or therapeutic promise In the 
words of one'local AIDS researcher.
Finding out that adults with a T-cell 

abnormality (T stands lor thymus, by 
the way) have atrophied thymus glands 
is as revolutionary as finding out that 
athelete s foot affects the feet 
Richard B. Pearce, PhO.
KS-AIDS Foundation
Editor; Research Bibliography

May I respectfully point out some AIDS P.S.
inaccuracies in your editorial of June We seem (lxated on the idea that
9 As you say. (he confusion surround- mcidence of AIDS doubles every six
ing the AIDS problem is comiDounded months The most recent data from
by hastily conceived lay articles v* San Francisco, however, are consistent
and a number ol technical ones as With a 30 percent increase every six
well The record must be set straight if months, rather than a 100 percem
confusion is to be minimized. increase

It may seem of little consequence to AIDS remains a real and growing 
regard a fraction of a percent as a dangei. and much more needs to be
significant, but in terms of the sense of done.' But we should remember that all
urgency that 99 99 percent -  the epidemics eventually wane, sometimes
figure you say represents the extent to as swiftly as they-waxed
which the gay community is AIDS-free John Newmeyer, Ph D
-  does not convey the true incidence Epidemiologist
of the syndrome. I am compelled to Haight-Ashburv Free Medical Clinic
point out that we are actually only 
9966 percent free ol AIDS at this
time This means that 0 33 percent of - DISAPPOINTED WITH INTERVIEW 
our community has AIDS Dont laugh I was deeply disappointed by The
These are cases ot fulminant immune Sentinels chatty exclusive interview
dysfunction accompanied by a life- with arçhdiosesan mouthpiece Miles
threatening disease the figure does Riley Jesuitical casuistry notwith-

■ not include the growing number ol standing, there is nothing essentially
people with various other problems. new about the bottom line of the
e g persistently swollen lymph nodes. Priests Senate report, which rather
profound fatigue, weight loss, recurrent ingeniously echoes Papal edict during 
viral, bacterial, fungal, and protozoal John Paul s recent A'merican visit it s 
infections, or a deficiency .of clot- natural to be homosexual, but, not to
promoting pla te le ts '- all of which act from the impulses wiring you
have come to be regarded as possible sexually, nor to seek the Church s

.pre-AIDS conditions blessing for a fullfledged (body and
Furthermore, the Centers for Disease soul) lover relationship 

Control has estimated that f.or every Throughout the piece I longed for a 
full-blowncaseofAIDS.it is likely that Mike Wallace to press Miles Riley 
there are 20 cases of AIDS prodrome ' (who has a long history of delivering 
That would bring the total of possible the Catholic social issues hard line
AIDS cases to 6 66 percent^- unner- with verbiage oozing sympathy) to full
vmgly close lo that statist«! milestone accountability for his Examiner-reported
10 percent statement that the Social Justice Task

This m no way means that everybody Force Report represented the dismis-
with AID? prodrome will acquire a life- sible opinion o f a group of mostly gay
threatening disease By the blessing people who'could not speak with
of genetic-endowment or the good Christian authority but rather spoke
sense to curtail activities and habits untheologically out of anger, frustration,
that are known to lower the resistance and hope And Riley deserves to be 
many may never suffer a protracted pressed about his boss s recent state- 
iilness or die Bui neither should we ment (in.the Chronicle-interview) that 
expect that modern medicine will come the Catholic Church will never • accept
to our immediate rescue, as you suggest the full equality agenda Item pressed

To say that AIDS is being conquered by gays who. w?nt full sanction for their
by the administration of experimental humanity
drugs is woefully inaccurate Vour Letting Father Miles speak to us 
statement that interferon treatments informally (as most of thé local media
have resulted ma 50 percent complete did)-is a courtesy that he doesn t
remission ot Kaposi ssarcoma.cannot deserve from a community whose
be supported by the findings thus far respect he has never earned the truth
reported m the medical literature AIDS of. the matter is that, if Miles Riley
researchers Dr Susan Kro’wn and Dr professes Christian concern for us. he 
Bijan Safai of the Memorial-Sloan needs to be very sharply questioned 
Kettering cancer research center m Bob Havens 
New York have observed only three Oakland
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Seasons Greetings
with Randy Alfred

NUMBERS: The Lesbian/Gay 
Freedom Day Committee has been 
touting (and the Chronicle has 
been printing) a lot of B.S. about 
the "hundreds of thousands" of 
tourists who will flock to the city ■ 
for the June 26 parade.

That's nonsense. The highest 
counts for" our annual lavender 
extravaganza have been 125.000 
for the parade and 125,000 for 
the celebration, achieved in both 
1977 (the year of Anita Bryant 
and “SaveOur Children" in Miami) 
and 1978 (the Proposition 6 in 
California).

Ironically, the 250.000 figure 
oft heard reflects some duplicate 
counting of people who were at 

'both parade and celebration in 
any one year. Probably no more 
than 150.000 to 175.000 distinct 
individuals attended cither year.

The crowds in subsequent years 
have approached but not exceeded 
those of 1977 and 1978. Reports 
to the contrary reflect the desire 
of the parade officials to out-P.R. 
their processors.

Farther, more than half the 
participants in any year are from 
the city and Bay Area itself. The 
tourist count is probably in the 
scores, not hundreds, of thousands. 
That's a plenty respectable figure 
in itself. I see no reason to 
exaggerate it.

Past parade co-chairs have ex
coriated me for not acquiescing to 
their inflated estimates of crowd 
size. They say it hurts the lesbian 
and gay communities politically 
and reduces .the size of grants 
from the city's hotel-tax fund. In 
the long run. though. I think we'll 
get more leverage out of solid 
truths .than from dubious hyper 
bole.
PROGRAM NOTES: This year's 
Freedom Day Program is bigger 
than ever, but I'm not sure that's ' 
better. The new large-size format 
reduces its usefulness as a handy 
directory ot organizations.

•That's a problem already, 
because the groups áre listed by 
categories. I'.ve been making this 
suggestion for years: there should 
be a single alphabetical listing 
instead of a dozen separate lists. 
Letter codes could indicate the 
nature of each group and the 
services it offered.

As is. it's often chancy whether 
any given group is listed under 
counseling or health, political ot 
organizations, media' or culture. 
The* cafegories are necessarily 
arbitrary, and I’ve had to look a 
grotip up under as many as three 
listings before finding it. 
INTERPRETING AIDS: News 
papers and other media hereabouts 
have been making much of a • 
study that shows; whereas 30 
percent of gay men interviewed 
had reduced or stopped high-risk 
sexual behaviors since learning 
about AIDS. 62 percent had con
tinued or increased “at least one 
high-risk behavior with new or 
anonymous contacts."

Here's the catch: psychológists 
Leon \1cKusick . and William 
Horst man arid psychiatrist Arthur 
Carfagni conducted their research 
in April. That's just about the 
time many'gay leaders abandoned 
their previous reticence about

making explicit recommendations 
favoring sexual moderation.

In other words, many gay men 
were just getting the word when 
this study was done. My bet is 
another third all gay men have 
modified their behavior in the 
past twii months. 1 hope so. 
anyway, and I hope the other 
third acts soon, too.
VULTURES: Randy Schell of 
Community United Against Vio
lence has this chilling tale. Mem 
bers of the anti-gay. born-again. 
rightest-Christian group S.O.S. 
were planning to go into AIDS’ 

' wards in San Francisco this sum
mer to proselytize and tell those 
patients they were suffering the 
wrath of the lord.

Fortunately, CUAV alerted the 
hospitals, and they will not allow 
any proselytism or other unwanted 
and unsolicited religious visits. 
Thank you.
HANDS OFF: Unfortunately, 
AIDS is nQt our only epidemic. 
Many gay men are being laid low 
by various intestinal parasites. 
Rimming and other, even indirect, 
oral-anal contact are definite no- 
no's if you want to avoid these 
diseases.

Have you ever wondered about 
the popcorn bowls in gay bars? I 
have. I asked two physicians about 
them, and both minimized the 
possibility that many cases of 
parasite disease are transmitted 
by dirty hands in those bowls. 
Rimming and the sucking of un
washed penises inserted else
where are their main concerns.

Nonetheless, they both acknow 
(edged the possibility of more 
casual transmission. Personally. 
I've foresworn those popcorn 
bowls. I've seen too many men 
-walk out of restrooms in gay bars 
without-washing their hands. 
JUST AROUND THE CORNER 
1984, that is, and with it the 
Democratic National Convention 
comes, to our fair city. When the 

. Demos announced they would 
meet here. Mayor Dianne Fein- 
stein said she'd given her word 
there would be “no demonstration 
by the homosexual community 
nor any other major demonstra
tion."

The American Civil Liberties 
Union of Northern California 
feared "the mayor was taking the 
1984 part. . .  a little too seriously." 
according to a report in the ACLU 
News. Executive Director Dorothy 
Erlich asked the mayor to clarify 
her remarks.

Erlich wrote the mayor. “The 
right to demonstrate is one of the 
most precious rights that Amer 
¡cans enjoy. We do not understand 
how the City of San Francisco can 
guarantee the absence of major 
demonstrations unless it is intent 
on violating the First Amendment, 
or no one is interested in carrying 
out A major demonstration."

T*hc mayor responded promptly:
“I never intended, nor could or 
would impose, any restriction on 
lawful assembly and full speech. 
Your fears are unfounded about 
the 1984 Democratic National 
Convention. I . . .  can assure you 
it will succeed with respect Tor the 
rights of all who are involved."

The ACLU says it is saving the 
letter.

<l) DEREK HUEZO ot San Diego was 
the runner-up in the tennis competition

M M

"Sentinel

(Above) BOB 
ERICKSON on 
his way to third 
place finish in the 
800 freestyle.
(L) COREY 
LOWTHER about 
to win the 50 
butterfly.

by Chris Dale
The fust Christopher Street 

West Festival Games were held 
in Los Angeles June 18 and 19 as 
part .I  the city's week long Gay 

,Pride Festival. The games were 
' inspired by the huge .success of 
the Gay Games I. held in San 
Francisco hist summer.-The fesli 
val games, howevei. were unable 
to draw anywhere neat the num 
bet of people to the events as 
attended the first Gay Games. 
Officials in charge of the event 
admit that the L.A games were 
plagued by organizational prob 
leins which may have prevented 
the games from gaining much 
needed publicity.

The games consisted of five 
sporting events: swimming, rim 
ning. bowling, bi'liardsand tennis. 
San Francisco went, unrepresented 
in the medalists column except in 
the water where swimmers from 
the Central YMCA and Berkeley 
garnered 18 individual medals in.

three age categories, including 12 
gold. 2 silver and 4 bronze.

Leading the San Francisco team 
was Corey Lowther who captured 
four g ild medals, winning each 
individual event in which he was 
entered. Lowther won the 50 and 
100 freestyle, the 50 butterfly 
and the 100 I.M. Each swimmer 
was limited to four individual - 
events to prevent stars within 
each age group from winning all 
the gold. Had this rule not limited 
the entries. Lowthei could have 
won almost any, event in his age 
group of 36 and oyer.

Also winning medals for S.F. 
were Doug MacDonald, taking 
first in the 50. 100 and 200 
backstrokes: and third in the 50 
breast. John Hamilton took second 
in the 50 and 200 breast, and won 
the lOO I.M. Hal Herkenhoff won 
the 200 free and took third in the 
100 free and the 50 fly. Bob 
Erickson, a newcomer to masters 
swimming, shaved down and took 
third place in the 800 freestyle:

San
Francisco  
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Gay Pride 
W eek!

bea ar-a Exs'at'loît -gm» ncjW  
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Parade Notes
• SPECIAL GUESTS: Wenche Low- 

zow the only openly lesbian member 
of the Norwegian Parliament, and Carl 
Hill, who was slopped from attending 
the 1979 Freedom Day Parade by 
immigration authontes. will both be in 
San Francisco lo speak at- this year s 
Celebration Lowzow will be accomp
anied by her lover. Kim Fnele. a founder 
ot Norway s gay movemenl. The inter
national speakers áre being brought to 
San Francisco by a grant from the 
Vanguard Foundation

• CONDOM CONVERSION: As pari 
of this years Parade, the AIDS/KS 
Foundation will be distributing 25,000 
condoms and 50.000 copies, of risk 
reduction information If youd like fo 
help distribute or march with the AIDS 
contingent, call 864-4376

• ELDERS MARCH: For the lirst time 
there will be a marching contingent ol 
older gays The contingent will be 
accompanied by a motorized cable car 
for those who wish to ride all or part ol 
the way Call Statlord Buckley at 
Operation Concern, 626-7000. for more 
information

•  PARADE ROUjTE: The 1983 Les- 
bian/Gay Freedom Day Parade will 
start al 11 A M yn Sunday (June 26) 
The jumping-olf place is the foot of 
Market Street (af Spear) It them 
proceeds up Market, turning into the 
United Nations Plaza to the Civic 
Center. Approximate time length is 
iour hours

• CELEBRATION: The speakersand 
entertainment will run from 12:30 to 6 
PM . with the stage directly in front ot 
City Hall on the Polk Street side. 
Scheduled speakers include lawyer 
Mary Dunlap. Daughters of Bilitis co- 
(ounders Del Marlin and Phyllis Lyon, 
Mattachme founder Harry Hay. aclress 
Pat Bond, activists Tom Ammiano and 
Cleve Jones, parade co-chairs Konstan
tin Berlandt and Linda Boyd, publisher 
Gloria Greenfield, lesbian activists 
Gwendolyn Rogers, Donna Warnock 
and Merle Woo. medical authority Pat 
Norman. Navajo activist Erna Pahe 
and Bill Matsumolo. a founder ot the 
Association ot Lesbian and Gay Asians

Schedule of Events
June 23 (Thurs.) • Fun Run trom McLar
en Lodge. Golden Gate Park, 6 PM 
artist Randy West reception at Moby 
Dick. .6 .P M . author Jacqueline Eliza
beth at Old Wives Tales, 7 30 P M . 
7th Annual International Lesbian and 
Gay Film Festival al Trocadero Transfer. 
9 P.M
June 24 (Frl.) • Lesbian and Gay Aging 
Conference at SFSU. Amateur Night 
at California Club. 7 PM , S F Gay 
Mens Chorus and S.F Lesbian/Gay 
Chorus concert al Warfield Theatre. 7 
P M . Studio W benefit. 7 30 P M

Congreganon Shaar Zahavs special 
service. 8 15 P M Adrienne Tori and 
Jackie Robbins at Artemis Cate. 9 P.M. 
June 25 (Sat.) •  S.F Band Foundation 
at California Hall. 7:30 P.M ; Robin 
Flower Band al Artemis Cafe. 9 P.M.. 
Full Moon Party at Trocadero Transfer. 
9PM
June 26 (Sun.) • PARADE STARTS AT 
1 1 A M ; CELEBRATION al 12:30 P M 
lasting until 6 P M ; the annual Lesbian/ 
Gay Freedom Day Dance at the l- 
Beam. 6 P.M HAPPY GAY DAYI

ITS NOT WHERE YOU DO IT -  BUT WHAT YOU DO.

AIDS IS NOT CASUALLY CONTAGIOUS. HAS NO SEXUAL PREFERENCE ' 
OR LIFESTYLE. RACE. RELIGION. OR NATIONAL ORIGIN'
Protect yoursejf a n d  reduce your risk,

•  Decrease the num ber o f sex partners you have 
•A vo id  the exchange o f b o d y  fluids (such as b lo o d  an d

semen). _ .
•  Use condom s
•B e  creative m utual masturbation, erotic m assage an d  

bo dy  rubbing a re low-risk as well as fun DON'T LET THE PROBLEM 
GET OUT OF HAND

•  Use your im agination Leather, uniforms, an d  other toys ca n  
b e  safe a n d  fun so long as its b y  m utual consent a n d  does not 
involve exchanging b o d y  fluids

Jotn W ith U t a n d  M arch  a t  th e  Parade
For more info AIDS KS FOUNDATION 

. 514 Castro 864-4376

YES! I WANT TO HELP FIGHT AIDS
Enclosed is m y tax d edu c tib le  contribution o f $ 
i wish to  m ake o  monthly p le d g e  of S; Please remind

NAME ADORESS

CITY STATE ZIP PHONE

Please m ake yout che ck  pa ya b le  to  AIDS KS FOUNDATION 
P Q  Box 14227. SF CA 94114

*poc« Donated by TMI SENTINEL
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Sect’y Heckler: ‘AIDS Is My Number One Priority’
Today I want to tak with you about 

an unusual and urgent situation My 
subject is a disease -  a disease with 
two names

One name is AIDS: Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome 

The other name is FEAR. (Jot con
cern. Not caution But unreased and 
unsubstantiated fear.

Many of you who represent some of. 
Our larger cities, and especially cities 
with a large gay population, have 
already been confronted with the 
problems óf AIDS itself 

I am concerned that all of us might 
also be confronted with an unnecessary 
and unjustified lesel of fear, if misunder
standing of AIDS is allowed to grow 
Such a level of fear could actually 
impede us in our real tasks -  to 
understand and conquer this disease, 
and to care for its victims 

I am here to report on the tacts 
about AIDS. The facts alone are an 
antidote to fea' And the facts are 
telling us. more and more clearly -  
not thaf AIDS is spreading throughout 
our population -  but. to the contrary, 
that the risk of AIDS is confined to 
identifiable factors. For the overwhelm
ing majority of Americans, there ap
pears to be little or no risk of falling 
victim to this disease -  in particular, 
through normal, daily social contacts 

Today. I would like to share with you 
the research into AIDS that our depart
ment is performing, to correct false 
information about AIDS that may have 
reached the pub'ic; and to assure you 
of my absolute commitment to finding 
a cure for this cruel disease 

But nothing I «rill say is more impor
tant than this That the Department of 
Health and Human Services cqnsiders 
AIDS its numbe- oh health priority 
Your fight against AIDS is not a solitary 
one. We are in the fight with you. And I 
am confident that we will find the 
answer.

As we know. AIDS is-a scientifically 
complex, extremely puzzling disorder 
But if there is one thing that is not 

. mysterious about AIDS, it is why the 
disease is so frightening 

From its unknown origins to its 
devastating effects. AIDS is indeed a 
terrifying ailment

ft attacks young, productive people 
- i  and it kills 80 percent of its victims 
within two years of diagnosis 

It destroys the body’s ability to fight 
infection And there is, no known path 
of recovery once the immune system 
has been attacked.

For this reason, our battle will not be 
short or easy To date. 595 victims 
have died, out of 1552 cases reported 
ip 35 states and the District of Columbia 
94 percent of these cases have occured 
in people belonging to four groups 
homosexual or bisexual males with 
multiple sex partners, intravenous drug 
abusers: recent entrants from Haiti, 
and persons with hemophilia 

Every day. four or five new cases of 
AIDS are reported -  perhaps doubling 
the number of victims every six months 
At present, we do not know how to 
restore the immune system that has 
been destroyed in AIDS patients, 
leaving them vulnerable toa multitude 
of diseases. We are concerned prin
cipally because of the suffering of 
AIDS victims and fatality of the disease 
but also from the standpoint pt this 
nation's preparedness to cope with a 
long-term debilitating illness requiring 
intensive use of hospital facilities and - 
personnel

Thus, we feel that AIDS is a most, 
urgent medical dilemma, and we recog
nize that AIDS presents a serious 
problem in our cities 

However, we are learning how the 
disease is spread -  and we are finding 
that there is no ¡ndicafiorí that AIDS 
can be transmitted through, casual, 
everyday contacts Apparently, only 
the most intimate contact can transmit 
AIDS

There have been some occurances 
m peoplé who do not actually belong 
to one of the high risks groups But 
many of these cases are women who 
are sexual partners of men with AIDS, 
or at high risk for AIDS Others, 
tragically, have been babies born to 
those women, or to women who are 
abusers of intravenous drugs 

Still -  we can state that the disease 
is spread almost entirely through sexual 
contact -  through the sharing of 
needles by drug abusers -  and. less 
commonly, through blood or blood 
products, including transmission in- 
utero. -There should be no cause for 
fear among the public that they may 
develop AIDS through casual contact 
with an AIDS patient or through blood 
transfusions

These findings are crucial They are 
also reassuring! Because even while 
AIDS is frightening for those at risk 
we can say with confidencia -  and I 
repeat -  that the overwhelming major
ity of Americans are nor at risk in their 
day-to-day activities, even in dealing 
with AIDS victims

An important md'catoi of this tact is 
that no health personnel who have 
been dealing with the disease have 
contracted it. Let me repeat that simple 
but all important fac' In all the-years 
we have treated this disease, not one. 
single doctor or nurse or other health 
care provider has contracted AIDS It 
it were an easily-transmitted disease 
like flu. we would certainly expect 
some cases among health workers.

It is very important that Americans 
understand these facts

As isolated • research results have 
started coming in, and as .the number 
of reported cases has grown a mis
apprehension has taken hold People 
seem to believe that the disease is 

. growing in a way that is-not actually 
the case In particular, there is the mis- 

• apprehension that AIDS may be break
ing out into the general population

But the truth is exactly the opposite

The growing number ot reported 
cases does not show a breakout from 
the high-risk categories. On the contrary 
as moie cases áre reported, and as 
they are repeatedly and consistently 

’ traced to the high-risk groups, we can 
say with increasing confidence that 
AIDS does not threaten the population 
at large as'a result of casual personal 
contact

Nonetheless. AIDS can occur in 
virtually every city in the United States, 
and it is important for all of us to be 
familiar with the- disease, and to be 
vigilant.

For this reason, I would like to outline 
the progress of our research.

Two years ago. in June of 1981. the 
Center for Disease Control fCDCj in 
Atlanta, the medical detective agency 
of the world, first reported cases of 
AIDS

Since then. CDC has mobilized its 
personnel and laboratories to establish 
a surveillance'system for the disease 

' to identify risk factors for AIDS, and to 
attempt identification of a possible 
infectious agent These early efforts 

' have allowed us to identify high-risk 
' groups, to better understand the spread 

of the syndrome, and to make recom
mendations to reduce the risk of the t  
spread of AIDS

At the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH). action to combat AIDS was 
immediate: Within a few weeks of 
CDC-s reporting of the disease, the 
Research hopital at NIH began admitting 
AIDS patients
. Our research has been conducted in 

two areas, identification of the agent, 
and therapy We have not yet been 
able to identify the causative agent, 
although we have been able to rule 
out certain suspected agents, such as 
nitrate inhalants It is possible that the 
agent may be in an unrecognizable 
form, or may occur early on the disease 
and then disappear, either ot which 
would render the agent difficult to 
identify

Our research into therapy has cen
tered on using interferon, a chemical 
that occurs during the T-qel) maturation 
process that is blocked in AIDS victims. 
However, todate. we have not developed 
a satisfactory ireatment

Public health services researchers, 
as well as those in the maior medical 
institutions of this country, are engaged 
in a non-stop pursuit to identify 'the 
cause of AIDS so that effective treat
ment and prevention measures dan be 
developed Seventy percent of this 
research is funded bv grants from the 
National Institutes of Health

In'addition, there has been a virtual

explosion of information about AIDS, 
thanks in targe measure to public health 
service support The research com
munity has been mobilized, and we 
are now beginning to see the results 
of our initial research investments 
Most major medical journals now 
contain at least one. and frequently 
several, reports on new AIDS research 
finding^* We have begun to focus ana 
target our laboratory research on a 
causative agent, and the recent finding 
of the possible association of human

- T-cell leukemia virus with AIDS, has 
opened entire areas of research

Because of our steady work, we 
havetearned much about the prevention 
of AIDS On March 4. 1983. Dr. Edward 
N Brandt. Jr., assistant secretary for 
health, outlined steps that can be taken 
to prevent further spread of this d isease

1. Sexual Contact should be avoided 
with persons known or suspected of 
having AIDS

2 Member ol groups at increased 
risk for AIDS should refrain from 
donating plasma and/or blood products

3 Physicians should adhere stridly 
to medical indications for blood trans
fusions. and autologous blood trans
fusions are encouraged

For several weeks. I have been in 
continuous briefings on AIDS: Earlier 
at the CDC in Atlanta: most recently, at 
the National Institutes of Health. Last 
week. I spent a day with scientists 
from CDC and NIH and the other PHS 
agencies involved in AIDS work. I can 
assure you that these are superb and 
dedicated scientists who are committed 
to solving the problem.

At the NIH research hospital. I visited 
with two AIDS patients and their 
physicians The physicians and nurses 
take no unusual precautions in examin
ing or caring for these patients, except 
those steps necessary to protect the 
patients from infection. I took ho 
precautions myself.

irvmy conversations with the patients, 
i promised them that I would use this 
forum to correct the misinformation, 
and to squash the vicious rumors that 

- have circulated about AIDS I feel 
strongly that the American people must 
be given timely, accurate information 
so they will be neither unduly fright
ened nor overly complacent I know 

i you share my concern.
Recently, reports have alleged that 

AIDS can spread through routine social 
contact As Mayor Koch said Rumors 
spread easier than AIDS

First, no cases of AIDS have been 
transmitted from a patient to a health 
care provider, nor have any cases of 
AIDS been transmitted from laboratory 
specimens to laboratory workers. No 
evidence indicates that AIDS is spread 
by casual contact On the contrary, our 
findings indicate that AIDS is spread 

.almost entirely through sexual contact, 
-through the sharing of needles by 
ffrug abusers, and. less commonly.

- through blood and/or blood products
■’ Second, fears that AIDS can be 

transmitted in the workplace or home 
are completely irrational. Let me 
emphasize this point. AIDS is extremeiv 
difficult to contract: and i t  absolutely 
cannot be transmitted through casual 
contact -with AIDS victims, with gay 
males, or with members of high-risk 
groups ' f *

For infant cases, it is important to 
. note that virtually all of such cases 
occurred to mothers who were at risk 
of AIDS, and are believed to represent 
transmission of infection during preg
nancy and delivery rather than trans
mission through household contact

Third, our scientists estimate that 
the chance of contracting AIDS through 
a blood transfusion is much lower than 
many of the other "risks of blood 

. transfusions, such as hepatitis and the 
risk of transfusion reactions As the. 
high-risk population becomes aware

- of the danger, and refrains from
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ADJOINING NATIONAL FOREST
10 usable acres Pines, firs, cedar on county road. Owner needs to sell, 
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Only *49.500 Terms

385 FT. RIVERFRONT
3.5 ac. on Consumnes River. Power, piped water, building site with 
view of river, gentle to medium slope. *49.900. Terms.

OLDE HOTEL f
In historic saw mill town in a gold mining community in the foothills 
of the Sierras with tremendous tourist attraction! 14 rooms. 6 baths & 
2 commercial spaces. Much potential! Needs work. *149,000. 

OWNERS LOSS YOUR GAIN
5 FIXER HOUSES ON 1 + acres in town of Placerville. One is »2-story 
Victorian with large basement. 4 other smaller homes. Could possibly 
build more units. Owner must sell quick! *185.000. .

YOUR HIDEAWAY RETREAT IN THE PINES 
Engineered security system, 3 beautiful native‘rock fireplaces, year 
round creek. 2 springs, 4 bdrm. 5 W baths, spa. triple Jennaire 
ranges: gazebo, music throughout, wet bar. All this and more on 9** 
beautiful ireed acres. Call for your personalized tour of this very 
special, unique properly *550,000. Owner will help finance.

HISTORICAL COMMERCIAL BUILDING 
Located on Mam St. in Placerville. off-street parking. Perfect fbr 
professional offices, doctor, lawyer, etc *275.000 Owner financing 

• available
CUSTOM DESIGN WITH VIEW

This home has everything you've dreamed of Two fireplaces, large 
family room. 4 bdrm. 3 baths, gourmet kitchen, lots of decking with 
spa. *215.000. Owner financing available

donating blood, the minimal risk existing 
now will diminsh.

I urge you to do everything you can 
to be sure this information reaches all 
segments of our cities populations It 
is our responsibility to guarantee that 
the victims of AIDS do not suffer from 
unreasonable and unrealistic fear 
among the public. Their personal 
suffering is already great 

We know tha t AIDS has bee n especia l ly 
the probelm of a few large cities But it 
Concerns all of us. It has struck in 
Nashville as well as Miami. In San 
Diego and St. Louis, as well as in San 
Francisco Statistically, we can expect 
AIDS toclaim'victims in virtually every 
city in the United States 

l want to take this opportunity to 
heartily compliment many of you who 
have risen so well to this challenge 

You have provided services -  from 
clinics and screening services -  to 
housing and even hospice services 

Most of all. you have recognized -  
as we have at HHS -  the importance 
and the urgency of this problem. This 
partnership in compassion and caring

Resources. !• have also ordered the 
establishment of a new AIDS intomation 
hotline This will be a central source | 
for AIDS information that will help us I 
dessemmate accurate, timely in fo rm a/ 
tion to the public I will announce the 
details for this service as soon as the 
telephone lines are installed

In addition, the Public Health Service 
has established an AIDS information 
bulletin, updated every two weeks 
which provides the latest scientific 
information on AIDS The bulletin will 
be available to the public, to/the 
appropriate medical personnel, and to 
state and local health officials across 
the country

Any reference to sharing information 
would not be complete without ac
knowledging the excellent work done 
by gay networks around the nation 
They have responded to the crisis by 
offering comprehensive support to 
AIDS victims, and by workino to inform 
the gay communities of the risks of 
AIDS, and how to minimize them. I 
know many of you in this audience 
have worked extensively with these 
groups, and I applaud their compassion

As for my department. I can assure 
you that we intend to aggressively 
pursue our "efforts to discover the 
cause, the most effective treatment, 
and the prevention of AIDS.

The gay com m unity has been a ffe c ted  by the  
AID S epidem ic m an unp recedented  wav

AIDS programs

represents government at its best.
At the federal level, our public health 

service is currently helping the cities 
directly. A public health advisor on 
AIDS has been working in New York 
City for over a year Advisors will also 
be assigned to San Francisco. Los 
Angeles, and Miami.

In several large cities. CDC epidemic 
intelligence service physicians pre
viously assigned to a wide variety of 
public health matters are now working 
full-time on AIDS .New York state. 
wtitctiTTas the highest number of AIDS 
cases in the country, has three of 
these physicians: Los Angeles also, 
has this special assistance

We also are supporting or working 
on cooperative agreements on AIDS 
with city health departments or other 
City organizations PHS has an agree
ment, with the New York City Health 
Department, and is working on agree
ments with SanYrancisco Two other 
agreements concern the AIDS inci
dence in Haitians Most AIDS cases 
among Haitians in the United States 
are reported in either Miami or New 
York In Miami, a creole-speaking public 
health advisor will work on an AIDS 
study with the University of Miami A 
State University of new York study will 
focus on AIDS in Haitians. Both these 
studies will begin this summer.

We intend to direct our efforts toward 
every possible avenue The Food and 
Drug Administration has,approved a 
new heat treatment to reduce infectious 
agents in the blood factor required by 
hemophilia sufferers We believe that 
this new process will provide hemo
philiacs with protection against AIDS

We have enabled AIDS victims to 
become eligible , fqr social security 
disability benefits

As Secretary of Health and Human

This year, the Department of Health 
and Human Services will spend *14.5 
million on AIDS. The National Institutes 
of Health will spend *10 million on 
direct AIDS research In addition, the 
president has asked the congress to 
grant me broad authority to transfer 
*12millionintoadditionalAIDSre search, 
which will bring total spending to *26.5 
million for this year This amount far 
exceeds the amount we spent on Toxic 
Shock Syndrome and Legionnaires 
disease combined over an eight-year

Through our grants, we have sup
ported projects that preserve the 
integrity of the scientific research 
process The process relies on projects 
to yield accurate medical and scientific 
data No cause would be served by 
devoting money to hastily conceived 
research that might yield inaccurate 
data This is particularly critical jn a 
disease as new and puzzling as AIDS

On May 1. we awarded six new 
research grants totalling more than *2 
million for the first year to medical 
centers around the country - Harvard 
University Cornell Medical Center. 
Mount Sinai Medical Center in New

York, the University of California at 
San Francisco. Yeshiva University in 
New York, and the University of Cali
fornia at Los Angeles 

Today. I am very pleased to announce 
that the National Cancer Institute ha* 
awarded two new grants for AIDS 
research, effective June 1. to two 
distinguished scientists

•  Dr. Bijan Safai. of Memorial Sloan- 
Kettering Cancer Center in New York 
City, a three-year grant with *250.000 
first-year cost, and

•  Dr Fred Valentine, of New York 
University."a three-year grant with 
* 166.822 first-year cost

These and other worthwhile research 
endeavors will help to further our 
knowledge about AIDS in the next two 
years

We have been working with you. and 
we will continue to work with you. and 
with the medical profession: and the 
gay communities around the country. 
AIDS will continue to be the number 
one health priority of my department 
until we have discovered the cause 
and developed the cure 

l congratulate you on forming the 
Conference Task Force on AIDS, which 
is now beginning its work, and I plege 
my full cooperation 

Let us keep the vital information 
flowing Be sure that all cases of AIDS 
are being promptly reported to the 
Center for Disease Control Be sure 
that the real facts about AIDS are 
reaching the public Both kinds of 
information are needed as we carry 
Out the attack on this disease 

Let us also reach out to ttje total 
community The gay community has 
been affected by the AIDS epidemic in 
an unprecedented way. We should 
make special efforts to understand the 
needs and concerns of all the affected 
groups They should be included in 
planning and executing AIDS programs 
We should enable them to make the 
maximum constructive contribution as 
we care for victims.

Finally, it is important that people be 
aware of the prudent steps that will 
prevenWhe spread of AIDS 

l can report to you that the scientific 
effort is underway non-stop. The 
commitment and the sense of urgency 
are impressive. In the presence of a 
grave medical mystery, there is a tense 
ol resolve -  and. always, a sense of 
hope We are doing all that is humanly 
possible to stop this killer. -  _

My department will cOntinutfto work 
with you. with the medical profession, 
and with. the victims in that spirit. This 
is not a time for unreasoning fear and 
isolation Rather, m the presence ot a 
cruel threat, it is time to close ranks -  
to care for those who are stricken -  to 
reassure the public -  and to bend 
every effort, together, to vanquish this 
disease 

Thank you
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Flashes of Genius Amid Rechy’s  Excess
by Steven Saylor

John Kechy's new novel marks 
a departure from the homosexual 
focus of the books that made his 
reputation -  City o f Night. Num
bers. The Sexual Outlaw. In Bodies 
and Souls (Carroll & Graf. 421 
/>/>., $14.95 doth/$8.95 paper> 
Rechy moves to a larger canvas to 
draw a sprawling and grotesque 
portrait of the city of Los Angeles. 
His themes remain the same -  
compassion, compulsion, a longing 
for salvation always postponed -  
but in moving them into the world 
at large. Rechy often seems on 
unsure ground. The result is an ' 
erratic novel, frequently mesmer
izing and often surprisingly dull. 
Bodies and Soulscontains some of 
Rechy's best writing; and some of 
his worst.

The central storyline is.about a 
trio of young castaways (Rechy 
calls them "Lost Angels") and 
their first days in Los Angeles. 
Lisa and Jesse are scarred inno
cents searching for the roots of 
their. fantasies in a Hollywood 
that no longer exists. The young 
man who drives them across the 
desert and remains with them, 
guiding their exploration of the 
city, is Orin; his flight to L.A. is 
not for escape, but to fulfill an 
assignation with a hypnotically 

. powerful TV evangelist called 
Sister Woman.

.The motivations and histories 
of the Lost Angels are only grad
ually revealed, but Rechy tells us 
in a brief prologue where and how 
their journey will end: on a high 
knoll above the crowded knot of 
freeways, with Orin firing an auto
matic rifle at the commuters below 
as Jesse and Lisa look on. What 

• follows is flashback, punctuated 
by a series of interrelated vignettes 
about a large cast of- supporting 
players spread throughout the 
city.
- The Lost Angels are remarkable 
•characters, far from the standard 

r* psychotic stereotypes one might 
expect in a novel that begins with 
such a sensational (and commer
cial) premise. Rechy imbues them

with a sickness of spirit that is 
distressingly real, punishes them 
with wounded pasts, limits them 
with imaginations too small to see 
beyond their neuroses. To explain 
more about them would undermine 
the intricacies of a plot that 
occasionally descends to cliche, 
but eventually unwinds against 
expectations.

Unfortunately, that unwinding 
is maddeningly sluggish, dammed 
up by a staggering amount of 
overwriting. Bodies and Souls is a 
long and long-winded book, thick 
yvith words — words that describe, 
describe again; recount and reit
erate long aimless conversations.

fojlow each character's every 
move, rto matter how insignificant 
or repetitious. The effect is not of 
richness but of claustrophobia; 
verbiage surrounds the reader like 
a dense stand of bamboo, cutting 
out air and light, killing suspense, 
making fingers itch for a machete 
to clear away the suffocating press 
of words that Rechy was unable 
or unwilling to prune.

Interspersed with the story of 
the Lost Angels, and making up 
half the book, are the twelve 
vignettes about characters as 
disparate as a male, exotic dancer 
and a hanging judge. These range 
from brilliant to banal. A pfiftrait

of a black maid's silent rage 
against her rich employers is a 
small masterpiece, written in 
flame; an insufferably self-right
eous sermon delivered by a college 
lecturer (Rechy himself, who 
teaches at USC) is an embarrass
ment. A bizarre look into the 
politics of a bodybuilding contest 
captures the terrifying surreality- 
in-broad-daylight of Mailer’s An 
American Dream; a story about a 
porno starlet's rebellion against 
her producer descends to best
seller sleaze, and Rechy’s prose 
follows suit:

She wore a sleeveless dress of 
diaphanous white silk. No jewelry.
A swirl of wind wrapped the silk 
about her legs, outlining them 
lovingly. Barely kissing her nip
ples, the soft touch df silk hardened 
them so that her breasts asserted 
themselves with subtle daring . . . .  
the bone-colored heels of her shoes 
clicked assertively as — in her 
inimitable, impossibly elegant, 
sensual style, her long legs thrust- 

- ing against the clinging silk — 
Amber Haze strode into Chez Toi.

Jacqueline Susann? Or Memorex? 
. The. vigiieTFes”set in a homo
sexual milieu are largely rehash
ings of Rechy's earlier pronounce
ments.— on S&M as self-hatred, 
on the hardships of hustlers, on 
his own terror of aging. “In the 
'gay world,' few types survive the 
short erotic demarcations of cher
ished youth," he tells tls, one 
more time. And he drags out his 
ugly invention and gift to posterity, 
the word “youngman," for another 
go around the block.

"Murder your darlings” was 
William Faulkner's stern advice 
to other writers; but "youngman" 
is the apple of Rechy's eye, and 
he renews its lease on life with 
each new book. In a homosexual 
setting, spoken by characters as 
obsessed with youth as Rechy is, 
the word makes sense as a device 
to pigeonhole people as objects 
lying "within or without those 
"short erotic demarcations." Here, 
in a wider context and spoken by 
characters who do nrit share 

Continued on page 14

Oberlin Scores a Coup with Grace & Guts

GOOD STUFF: ODC i  Cindy Kazdan.- Arturo Fernandez. Jett Friedman

by Mark Woodworth
Rarely have I spent so stimu

lating an evening with a local 
contemporary dance-company that 
I could hardly wait to get to the 
telephone, or typewriter to share 
the good news. Earlier this month 
(June 8-11), Oberlin Dance 
Collective provided just that even
ing on. the verdant Berkeley 
campus in the Zellerbach Play
house — such a je-welbox for the 
display of dance that it should be 
stolen some night and set down in 
San Francisco.

It's gratifying to see ODC in 
solid shape, particularly weighed 
against the demise in recent years 
of.other companies in the area (I 
think of Xoregos Performing Com
pany. Pacific Ballet, Dance Spec 
trum.- the Paul Scardinia Darice 
Company). Clearly, the troupe has 
guts and determination, plus lively 
artistic forces at the" helm. Small 
matter that its name today seems 
a slight misnomer, sinee the “col
lective" of eleven dancers has 
three-artistic.directors —-Brenda 
Way, Katie Nelson and Pam 
Quifin. The chemistry works.- *

In my pot very intimate view, 
several components make for 

•ODC's success, beyond maturity, 
bred by age -  six years in Ohio, 
six in San Francisco. Rigorous 
training's one factor ..significantly, 
that of ballet masters Henry Berg 
and Sue Loyd. Having a roof over 
its head is another (completing its 
New-Performance Gallery at 17th 
and Shot well. j< lined there recently 
by the Margaret Jenkins com
pany >. Foundations have proffered 
support, lauding ODC's goal of 
having a home that also serves as. 
an affordable bare-boneS per 
forming space for the huge, local 
.dance community. The ODC dap 
cers- are eclectically trained and

no doubt have been stimulated, by 
tours that burnish the professional, 
patina reflected in everything the 
company does (even the costumes 
and gorgeous program graphics i. 
Overall. ODC looks and feels 
secure -  none of the "worship 
me" diva attitude that can poison 
real artistic achievement,

For its Berkeley Season..ODC 
audaciously performed' two dif 
ferent programs. How did they . 
get ten dances at the-white-hot?

Friday's opener Was Worksite. 
Katie Nelson's engagingly sunny 
l(x>k back at the madness of trying 
to rehearse while, a building is 
being pounded together next door 
To an inexorable • miked metro 
nome and onstage sounds made 

•by seated dapeers with plumbing

implements, five women romp in 
bright outfits w ith stuffed playtools 
affixed to them'. One's eyes bounce 
from "band" to dancers, and 
individual Styles begin to emerge.

Brenda Way sets up an even 
more dynamic tug of forces with 
the first scene in The Plane of 
Change lone of a three part work’ 
in progress). Three men are pitted 
against three women, all dressed 
in elegant silver and white, to 
Mozart's pellucid strains (startling 
contraw with the sounds that 
follow '• Seems that never the male 
female polarities shall meet, but 
they do -  understatedly.

After a slight set change, the 
trilogy's second part continues in 
a different vein. The Course of 
Time seems to inhabit a dreamlike 
memory filled realm, with three

women as a kind of pure psychic 
chorus interplaying and contrast 
ing with the real-world journey of 
dancer Katie Nelson, dressed 
vividly in burgundy. Nelson, a 
superbly controlled dancer, is 
spellbinding with her material. 
I'm not, however, enchanted with 
the piece's home-made .sound 
effects -  kiddies .babbling in a 
bathtub, admonitory parents. In 
my view, the sound track's mes
sage — life's mixed grind — does 
not enhance the supfa-reality feel 
of the choreography. But the 
contrast is doubtless intended.

A pet grouse; I wish dancers 
would suppress the urge to make 
their own scores and costumes. I 
think musicians should make 
music, designers design, dancers 
dance. More often than not, cross
overs simply annoy.

The somber mood of that last 
work's end — chorus slumped, 
lead figure softly suspended in a 
frozen moment of memory — was 
instantly dispelled .after inter 
mission by the madcap play of 

. Kimi-Okada's Domino. Dancers 
hurtle about the stage in jazz 
slides and falls, inch toward some 
horrifying invisible thing, prop 
each other up just before they fall 
over — the way the meek contin
ually shore up civilization. This 
piece's irrepressible spirits and 
giddy suspense leaven the pro-_ 
gram admirably.

With its Zellerbach season, ODC 
pulled off a coup. I look forward to 
its next, and hope,for more polish 
,ed unison passages, personalities 
more to the fore, and altogether 
better music. For Oberlin Dance 
Collective is a child of grace -  
assured, relaxed, gifted with a 
substantial and colorful choreo 
graphic palette.

Member of the Wedding
Downstairs at Studio Rhino thru July 17 is a rare production of Carson 

McCullers' THK MEMBER OF THE WEDDING, the simple story of 
Frankie Addams (McCullers), a 12-year-old misfit whose only friends are 
Bernice Sadie Brown, housekeeper, and little cousin John Henry.

Why this simple homespun vignette as a choice for gay ‘theater? 
Originally a huge Success for Miss Ethel Waters and Julie Harris as the 
tomboyish Frankie, directors Pat Bond and John Beeman have chosen to 
approach McCullers' autobiographical play as representative of her 
fledgling lesbian tendencies. That McCullers did indeed become a 
lesbian may be a matter of record, but they strain awfully hard to make 
their case . . .  and in the process, destroy the character of Frankie.

We must suspend any belief that Frankie is all of 12 years old, as the 
play states; as played by Ann Ward, a talented actress on occasion, 
Frankie is hard and bitchy right from the start, with no warmth or 
tenderness, and no reason for us to care about her. She’s mean, 
egocentric, vindictive . . .  it's a grinding one-note level, unpleasant and 
unsympathetic. And Bond/Beeman have also achieved a curious lethargy 
that hangs over the production, a tone of anger instead of desperation. It's 
all perfectly valid, of course: you could play Hamlet as a screaming 
queen or Medea as a bulldyke. But there is in theater a thing known as 
“faithfulness to the author's intent."

What is perfect is the glorious performance of Esther Scott as Bernice. 
Here is a richly textured, warm and touching portrayal that makes this 
Rhino production almost a must-see. Building slowly, Scott creates 
magical moments with a few deft strokes, not "acting," just “being."

MEMBER OF THE WEDDING: Ann Ward, Either Scott, Aaron Donny.

Aaron Denny is cute asa  button as John Henry, but again, what you 
see in the First ten miriutes is what you get. He's cute ..  . period. There 
are nice supporting turns by Omar Frank and Kate Connors, Sarah 
Edkins' set evokes small Southern town, circa 1945. and April L. 
Butcher's lighting is wildly distracting.

Frankie's struggle to "fit in" should be heartrending, not alienating. By 
all hands concerned. McCullers'-story of a motherless child of 12 who 
yearns for acceptance, who lives in fantasy, whose best friend moved 
away, whose only playmate is a cousin nearly half her age — all this is 
given short shrift in favor of implied innuendo about the best friend and 
the outlook that even at age lZ, McCullers realized she was a potential 
lesbian. Maybe. I can't say. Can Pat Bond or John Beeman? Or could it 
just be what it has always been -  a beautifully written play about 
loneliness and not being part of the herd. That's what makes great 
writers; it doesn't necessarily make great lesbians.

CLUB: {SAM & AMANDA
On Monday. June 13. SAMantha SAMUELS introduced singer/ 

composer AMANDA McBROOM to San Francisco audiences; we are all 
in her debt.

The teaming of good friends Samuels and McBroom was not a musical 
marriage made in Heaven; stylistically, they are apples and oranges. 
SAM's exaggerated hyper-dran'iatic posturings a-distinct jolt next to 
Amandas composed elegant simplicity. Suffice to say. each has her own 
audience. Sam's local, reputation drawing in SRO crowds to the Plush 
Room and giving McBroom a good first impression. SAM scored solidly 
with two Stephen Shore numbers, plus a clever opening about being “On 
the Road." but her interminable medley from "Njne" (quite possibly the 
dreariest score ever composed fora Broadway show) laid on the room like 
a black cloud.

Amanda McBroom is the composer rtf "The Rose;" for some obscure 
reason. I expected spme old broad looking like Frances Faye banging 
away at the piano singing a medley of her hit. Instead, out comes a 
gorgeous redhead looking like a young Rhonda Fleming in flowing 
chiffon with a crystal-clear voice of great purity singing mainjy her own 
compositions: any one, of which seems a surefire hit. Backed byMichelle 
Graumun. no slouch herself in the. looks talent department. McBroom 
sailed through the hilarious "Saturday Night, in Reynosa," laughed at 
herself with ,the sardonic "Lie Down and Lose Again." and tore up the 
room with a gut-.wrenching tribute titled "The Portrait" before teaming 
up to sing her money in-the-bag hit. Her between-songs rap was comfy, 
(unny and perfect for the room. Totally-a class act from start to finish; if 
Russ Alley doesn't book McBroom into the Plush Room for an extended 
run so you all can get a chance to see her. we should march en masse with 
stones and pitchforks —• she's the best thing I've seen in a long, long time.

RECORD;SARAH DASH -  LOW DOWN DIRTY RHYTHM
Listening to Sarah Dash's new 12" single. LOW DOWN DIRTY 

RH\ THM, all I could think Was that the late Patrick Cowley dashed this 
one off during coffee break one morning. The tricky lyric consists of six 
minutes and 40 seconds of listening to Dash's gritty baritone growl "‘Can't 
you feel that low down dirty rythm?" while Cowley on synthesizer and 
James Wirrick on guitar riff-out. This is a Megatone release stricly for 
those who only want noise and a beat.

It does boast the distinction of being the butchest record in history. 
While the Bee Gees sOOnd like the Boswell Sisters in drag, Dash and 
three backup ladies all sound' only slightly more masculine than a 
barroom of truck drivers. * '

DISH. DIRT & DATA -
Eartha Kitt cancelled'at the last minute last .week from her one-week 

gig at the Plush Room, leaving them high and dry. Not entirely her fault: 
her N Y. producer moved up the recording date for a new album. Eartha 
also just finished, playing the Snake Priestess in a new epic titled 
GOLDEN VIPERS starring tfiat.great American.actor. Clint Walker.

Continued on next page.
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The Plush Room is undergoing a change of booking policy, after taking 
a huge dumping on Johnnie Ray and Vivian -Blaine. Now — more 
revues, more local acts, with the occasional "name" who can demand a 
weekly guarantee and eam it. Sharon McNight zips in for one week June. 
27 before taking off for the Reno Rodeo and two weeks in La La Land. 
August 9 thru Labor Day, Sharon will be at the Pilgrim House in 
Provincetown, Mass. Ix>ri Shannon will have the room ready, opening 
June 29 daily ¡it 5 P.M. Also in P'Town this summer, Carol Roberts at 
the Pied Piper and Tiffany Jones/Bobby Callicote at the Crown & 
Anchor.

Liz Taylor, undaunted by the fact she received the worst notices in 
PRIVATE LIVES since Judas Iscariot, has optioned a revival of 
INHERIT THE WIND, the play about the’ Scopes Trial, for her next 
project. Who will Liz play? A chesty Clarence Darrow????

Gail Wilson had such fun her first time out at Fife’s resort up in’ 
Russian River, she's going back July 10. Actually, playing by the pool is 
very economic for girl singers; instead of having to lug gowns and 
feathers, they just bring their best Jantzen.

Allan Carr, the pudgy mogulette who produced GREASE I and II, is 
now filming a sequel to the '60s teeny smash titled WHERE THE BOYS 
ARE NOW. filming in- Ft. Lauderdale .and starring Lorna Luft, Lisa 
Hartman and my all-time favorite interview, Lynn Holly Johnson. After 
spending an hour vyith the vapid blonde ex-ice skater, whose answers 
consisted mainly of girjish giggles from her vapid, blonde brain, I was 
ready to go out and'kick dogs or beat up a nun.

THE RITZ is barely struggling along at the Victoria Theatre, now on 
twofers and with several cast replacements, but at least its faring better 
than its. New York counterpart -  the "Ritz” revival-at Xenon disco, • 
starring Holly Woodlawn (dragging in the Rita Moreno role), Casey 
Donovan and Michael Greer, most kindly described as “amateur night," 
died a pig's death.

Pom star Paul Thomas is best known locally as Phillip Tobus, 
formerly one of the original men of BEACH BLANKET BABYLON for 
■ax years of its run. Phillip started out in Chicago as a legit singer/actor 
but was fired from the national company of HAIR when he stood up in 
the nude scene at the end of Act One wearing black socks . . .  ahd aiv 
erection. How nice he’s finally found a profession where his lengthy 
talent fits. , ■

Speaking of "BBB” now entering its 10th year, the excellent Napata 
Mero has joined the show and brought with her the addition of a touch of 
gospel. It's hard to sing gospel with a giant hamburger on your head; jazz 
with french fries is much easier.

Best Line of the Week — Amanda McBroom (to her boyfriend): "The 
sex is great, the earth moved . . .  but please don’t squeeze your legs so 
light together. It makes my earrings cut into my neck!"

* -----m—  ----------- j— .— .... j
More Thoughts on a Ring in the Making

GOD è DEMIGOD: Thomas Stewart and Peter Hofmann In DIE WALKÜRE.

by Bill Huck
Let us start with an 1886 

production of Wagner’s Ring of 
the Nibelungen in Dresden. The 
writer here is the conductor Felix 
Weingartner, in his memoirs: 

Schuch's production of the Nibel 
ungen differed from my own 
conception and from what I had 
heard under Hans Richter, Her- 

. mann Levi, Anton Seidl, and Felix 
Mottl. Everything was presented 
in a dainty, elegant, polished man- 
of the-world manner which was 
Schuch's own. There was nothing 
of the titanic primeval force which
the music embodies-----I left the
first performance in a state of 
dismay and was distressed to find 
that Reisenaur, who had accomp
anied me to Dresden, was enchan
ted. I could hot deny that th’e 
orchestra had displayed grand 
virtuosity, but in respect to Schuch 
we disagreed so violently that we 
finally retired to bed like two 
enemies, speaking no word to 
each other.

So the problems aren’t new. In 
the last issue of The Sentinel I 
complained that, the current S.F. 
Opera production of the first two 
operas of Wagner's Ring missed 
the darker side of them. Like 
Weingartner, I despaired after 
those opening nights. Return visits 
have softened my criticisms, even 
if they have not erased therh.

The central tragic figure of the 
first half of the Ring is Wotan. 
Das Rheingold and Die Walkiire 
together tell the story of his 
realization that manipulation of 
others, for your benefit and against 
theirs, will eventually bring about 
your own destruction. You may as 
a result of this oppression achieve 
a temporary greatness — that is 
what Valhalla represents — but 
the end will inevitably come.

Michael Devlin, our Rheingold 
Wotan, began the list of my 
original disappointments. Opening 
night found him unequal to the 
challenges of his part. Though in 
later performances he grew strong
er vocally, he never fully conquer
ed the part emotionally. When the 
god wakes up in the opera's second 
scene, he might well echo Hamlet's 

“ ‘I would be the king of infinite

space, had I not bad dreams.” 
Devlin has not yet the brooding 
intensity needed for Wotan.

For Die Walkiire we switch to 
Thomas Stewart, perhaps the 
greatest living Wotan. In a drama 
about understanding, Stewart has 
fathomed Wagner's meaning. He 
realizes that Wotan's soul is the 

-potiTPht issue. Though Stewart 
has, in.fact, never sounded better 
in the role, he is still overtaxed by 
it. Cruelly the composer asks for a 
majestic bass sound and then 
baritone top notes, neither of which 
Stewart really possesses.

When this great artist is paired 
with Jeannine'Altmeyer's Brünn
hilde. as he was in the first three 
performances here, he must bear 
ail of the drama himself. Altmeyer 
has a stunningly beautiful and 
assured voice, but she has no 
comprehension of the meaning of 
what is.happening around her. 
The turning point in the Ring is 
when Wotan sends Brünnhilde to 
Siegmund to announce his coming 
death. When the goddess sees 
what human love can mean, she

refuses to be manipulated and 
sides with the valiant hero. In her 
defection Brünnhilde respresents 
the rebellion of oppressed ihstinct. 
Yet Altmeyer was left unchanged 
by her meeting with Siegmund. 
She was as coltishly wonderful 
after it as before.

Gwyneth Jones took over Brünn 
hilde for the last two WalkUrcs. 
Nothing gives nie. more pleasure 
than to find an artist giving a 
performance far greater than 1 
had anticipated. That Jones would 
grow with Brünnhilde I had fore
seen. That she would sing the 
part so beautifully I had not. Jones 
and Stewart in their great confirm 
tation gave the only ful|y satisfying 
act so far.

Stewart and Helge Demesch. 
who sang Wotan's lawfully wed
ded wife Fricka, also satisfied. 
The best news I have heard about 
the 1985 complete Ring is that 
Demesch will sing both the Rhein 
gold and Walkiire Frickas, as well 
as the Siegfried Erda and the 
Götterdämerung Waltraute. We 
can gather from this that McEwen

knows, the real thing when he 
hears it.

The S.F. Ring is presenting 
artists at. widely different points 
in their careers. Stewart and Jones, 
Hoffman and Rysanek are all per
forming roles they have known 
for many years. Devlin and Alt
meyer are just beginning their 
acquaintance with parts that will 
surely loom large for them. Walter 
Berry, though near the end of a 
long and distinguished career, 
takes up Alberich for the first 
time. In it he gives us many 
knowing moments, but for me he 
lacks the stamina and the almost 
insane anger Alberich must evoke 
in his curse. He is the one a 
smaller house might benefit.

Edo de Waart has justifiably 
said that it is unfair of us to 
expect him on his first time with 
the Ring to produce a performance 
equal to Furtwangler's when he 
was 60. And it is most unfortunate 
for him that those of us who have 
been watching and listening to 
the PBS Ring should have in our 
ears the Bayreuth performances 
led by Pierre Boulez. That series 
was taped in 1980, four years 
after its opening. Hence what we 
are witnessing was rehearsed in a 
fashion unknown in San Francisco.

Thqy sounded like it, too. 
Boulez's Gotterdamerung, aired 
June 13, was the finest installment 
since the Rheingold, and one of 
the finest operatic experiences I 
have ever had.

To this Wagnerian diatribe I 
must append a few enthusiastic 
words about the Bohdmc now 
showing at the opera. Enchanting 
sets adorned the stage; Rodolfo 
(Luis Lima) and Mimi (Ilona 
Tokody) realistically act the young 
but doomed lovers. In the last act, 
Tokody produces some incredibly 
beautiful sound. Garcia Navefro, 
for the first time in my experience 
of him. gets something real and 
coherent out of the music. It is a 
joy of a production, at fault only in 
its Marcellp, a success after the 
near-success of the Ring.

y
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statistic.

"A POST-APOCALYPTIC THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT!"
-J. HOBttMAJJ, VaUjt V»u

1 PONT REMEMBER WHEN IVE HAD SO MUCH FUN!"
-RO RKD, N.Y.P«t

1 0 0  Great Movie Stars...
Like You've Never Seen Them Before!

CASTRO C in iuw  621-fiJ3&/
San Francisco s Lanamartiftòvw Palace

F ueled  by Love, F u n d ed  by Time
Filmmaker Arthur B ressan Returns to  S.F. with ‘A buse’

by Penni Kimmel 
Abuse, opening June 24 at the 

Lumiere, is one of the rawest 
films about love ever made.

Arthur }. Bressan, Jr., wrote, 
casted, directed and edited Abuse. 
with the same personal touch he 
brought to Passing Strangers, 
Forbidden Letters and Gay USA 
-  a touch that stings, enlightens 
and soothes at the same time. For 
a self-styled "aleatory" filmmaker, 
the YeaF 13 augurs well 

Bressan began running cultural 
red lights with his little Super-8 
while teaching in a New York 
high school. He quit in 1968 “to 
go West and grow my hair long,” 
and when his San Francisco 
friends had had enough of his too- 
revealing cinematic "birthday pre
sents" he graduated quickly to 
16mm features. Thereafter, he 
dodges history's traffic, marking 
its gay flow with an unregenerate

RENEGADE FILMMAKER Arthur Bressan (center) talks about San Francisco. Europe, intergenerationai sex, and his hot new 
release. ABUSE. In the film. Raphael Sbarge (left) plays the abused youngster. Richard Ryder the man who wants to save him

“ABUSE IS NOT THE BEST GAY FILM I’VE SEEN 
THIS YEAR, IT’S THE BEST FILM I’VE SEEN 
THIS YEAR...."

"LEAVES AUDIENCES DEEPLY MOVED...

“ASTONISHING POWER, SOLID EMOTIONAL 
IMPACT AND FIRST- RATE ENTERTAINMENT! 
...A N  ORIGINAL."

"IT'S A FASCINATING FILM!...

“PROBABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT MOVIE 
ABOUT CHILDREN. VIOLENCE. AND SEXUALITY

“SOLID ENTERTAINMENT..-A CONSUMING 
TALE .

Meet
Thomas Carroll. 

He s fourteen, gay. and 
in danger of becoming 

a child abuse

ABUSE
AN ARTHUR J  BRESSAN. JR. FILM 

aunvic RICHARD RYDER tod RAPHAEL SBAflât .Dr̂ xw Soon bj SHAWN PHU1IP5

SENTINEL: ‘Passing Strang
ers' is one of the youngest 
“classics” I know of.

BRESSAN: It was the first Gay- 
X — it had some romance, 
some tenderness, and politics 
without being preachy. “Dirty 
Film” was just the title of the 
genre; we all felt at the time 
(Wakefield Poole, among others, 
were experimenting then, in the 
early 70s, with sex in films) that 
we could make something more 
out of pornography, have it illu: 
mine our lives. I've always retain
ed an interest in gay porn. When 
two lovers walk into a room, the 
door doesn’t close on the camera.

Then ‘Forbidden Letters' w4s 
your next relevant “X"?

That was on the front burners 
until Orange Tuesday. Shortly 
after, one night 1 was taking some 
documentary footage with Rosa 

. [von Praunheim) . . . .  Suppose 
someone were to film every gay 
demonstration on June 27, 1977, 
and put it together so America 
and all of us could see this long 
march, coast-to-coast — Triumph 
of the Fag/Triumph of the Dyke! 
Not just a parade film — and it's 
the longest parade film ever made 
— but let's put you or me „on the 
comer and talk aRfut our lovers 
and how we came out, while 
Lesbians Against Housework and 
the Gays. Against Violence are 
marching behind us . . . .  That 
was Gay USA, and it was a magic 
time for me.

‘Gay USA' opening night was 
one of the most exhilarating 
experiences of my life. But San 
Francisco lost track of Artie 
Bressan soon after — why?

My naive dream at that point 
was that if you and 1 and all of us 
saw ourselves in our numbers, we 
would never buy into the guilt 
trip again. Not from anyone or 
anything -  not Anita Bryant or 
Mayor Koch or Cardinal Cook, 
riot evçn from AIDS. Well, let's 

. -face it, Americans in general have 
a cultural history of about six 
month's memory; gay people have 
a little less. That's why the same 
issues come up. the same guilts.

the same battles with a new cast.
Is that what took yori to 

Europe?
Europe took me. I got a.call late 

in 79 asking me to bring For
bidden Letters to Berlin. When 1 
got there, I discovered this whole_ 
film community. Instead of think " 
ing that I was silly and wierd and 
faggy, they watched Forbidden 
Letters and understood its low- 
budget nature and what ! was 
trying to do and went wild. And 1 
thought, wow! I'm not a threat 
here -  which was a real bummer, 
because a prophet never wants to 
go unheralded in his own land.

Sort of the way you felt when 
you first hit San Francisco?

Yes, but in a cinematic sense. It 
felt like going among my own 
again. I came out in San Francisco;
I blossomed here, became a human 
gay person instead of a human 
being who is gay on the side. I 
learned in California how to com- 

-’ mugjcate, to be laid back, to be 
•• into process.

But when I left Berlin, I felt I 
would not go back to Europe 
again until I had a new picture — 
one that was unremitting, 
uncompromised in any way; a 
film that had no padding, no extra 
shots in it; no amelioration, no 
mollification, no softening. That's 
how I came to conceive of Abuse.

Europe for me was a turning 
point because it told me to drop 
the hippie flowerpower stuff, not 
to pull a punch at the editing table 
or lie to myself in making the film, 
or worry about what my dyke 
friends or my fag friends or the 
politically correct would think -  
to open my ass wide and surrender 
to my own vision.

And you succeeded?
When Abuse played in Berlin 

[the 1982 International Film'.Fest- 
ival] the reaction was tumultuous; 
the film was a direct I-V to their 
hearts; it even bypassed their 
minds.

How does San Francisco feel 
to you now? '

In many ways. I’m out of place 
here. I love the city but I don't fit 
in anymore on a day-to-day basis.

I'm not speaking in the old alphabet 
that I still cherish because I’ve 
learned to communicate in a much 
more commercial, mainstream 
way, but I’ve never forgotten 
what I've learned here. I couldn't 

Jigjirouder to-have a run at the 
Lumiere and at New York's 8th 
Street Playhouse at the same 
time.

We know 'Abuse' is semi- 
autobiographical on the film
maker's side, but did you exper
ience abuse as a child yourself?

Not at ajl. Well, each of us, 
when we go back and think about 
our parents in the darker moments 
can come up with, issues and 
circumstances where we might 
feel, if we stretched the word a 
bit, that we were abused.

But abuse is used in a specific 
context in the movie. It's a life- 
pattern that is established over 
time. We're not talking about an 
outburst with a parent losing his 
or her temper. Kids expect that, 
and kids do it themselves. Abuse, 
as it's presented in the film, is a 
triphammer-rhythmic, patterned 
thing: a horrible learning exper
ience for a child and a most difficult 
one to break because it’s fueled 
by love and funded by time.

Thanks for the perfect title 
for the piece. Now. can you 
make a simple distinction be
tween S/M and abuse?

"Simple" is right: S/M is a 
matter of two words: Preference 
and Consent. IPs the difference 
between a fantasy that you make 
real and the underside of life in 
the raw. With abuse, at best, after 
years it becomes an acquired 
compulsion . . .  on both sides.

I'went to great pains.in Abuse. 
the whole last.third of the film, to 
make the audience hear and see 
that I and Larry [Bressan's ■‘jaun
diced” alter ego in the film) were 
not saying it was going to be a 
happily-ever-after. easy thing. 
That's not to say it isn’t going to 
work for Larry and Thomas. I 
don't see how much more you can 
ask fropi life or from a work of art. 
There are no guarantees.

Then you knew the risks

uro
PROFESSIONAL  
PIANO TUNING  
SERVICE 
(415) 431-4924  
2264 MARKET

Hank Tirout

going in. dealing with abuse 
and a gay relationship plus a 14- 
to-32-vear-old love theme?

Loving younger men is not an 
untenable situation for me. The 
whole man/boy love thing which 
Abuse consciously careened into 
was known when I wrote the 
script. We knew what was going 
to happen when people threw 
their hands up in horror — in 
mock-horror, many of them. Peo
ple offered to raise money for the 
film if I took out the gay stuff. It 
was a Faust-like temptation at 
that point but I just decided "this 
is the way it happened; let me tell 
my story." and I did.

The whole reaction to inter- 
generational loving is to me a 
mock-serious orie. I think society 
has to drop jts skirts and its 
pantaloons about this and stop 
acing like this is so horrific when 
there’s so much ' of it actually 
going on between real, functioning 
human beings. This is not to say 
that there isn't exploitation on 

Continued on page 14

San Francisco 
Gay Men's Chorus
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‘A n  A r tD e c d  Experience'

HARLOW'S BAR A  D INING ROOM
. Dinner now be ing.served from 5  30 P M 

878 V a lencia • Between 19th an d  20th Streets ■ 550-9012 
Jo in  HARLOW to r  D inner

r n t 'Q & n g f ,

SXPHIUY CHEESESTEAK CD.
Y o g r  c h o ic e  o f  P r o v o lo n e  o r  A m e r ic a n  C h e d d a r 

FREE MEDIUM SOFT DRINK
• - w i th  s a n d w ic h ,  w i th  th is  ad

366 C oliim hus Ave WE HAVE 4024 241,1 St
(corner Colum bus & V a lle p ) TASTY Noe Valley
434-3563 CAKES! 282-5565

11-1 - l i l  3 Fri S Sal Open..10-10

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

NOE VALLEY'S answer to 
fine Mexican Cuisine.

Authentic Mexican Food, Vegetarian 
& Seafood Dishes. 

Experience our Wine Margaritas & 
Pina Coladas!

CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
Sunday 10:30 am - 3 pm 
Dinner daily from 5 p.m.

4 1 6 6  2 4 th  S tr e e t
(betwn. Castro & Diamond)

550-0808

Casini Timi*
Alfkitiin"

Tarent (.m ill. , T in- f.Ml ha- been 
Ureal the past several luncheon

II,,, 1’iia .
S  T Exnnunn . . “A most aureeable • 

■Snhl Oat "Each table feels like Us Atherton Hotel

Seafood ixesUiurant
neOS fOK LUNCH AND DINNÍK

E vents
•Conceptual Entertainments Gay

Day Tea Dance, starring the Flirts and 
the Flash Dancing Revue. Galleria 
Design Center. 101 Kansas. June 26.4 
^.M. to midnight. $12 advance. $15

•  Fifth Anniversary Gay Musical
Celebration, leaturing the S F Gay 
Men s. Chorus and the S F Lesbian/Gay 
Chorus with guests Karon Drucker. 
The Barbary Qoast Cloggors. and 
members of Falcon Dance Theatre 
Warfield Theatre. June 24 at 7 and 10 

' P.M. $5. $10 and $15 reserved seats 
(BASS, STBS/Union Square, or charge 
by phone: 864-0326)

• Five*, a musical sal.ute and party to 
celebrate the fifth birthday of the Gay 
Freedom Day Marching Band and 
Twirling Corps, featuring the Band. 
Tap Troupe. F.L.A.G. Corps. Dick 
Kramers.Gay Mens Chorale. Pacific 
Lesbian and Gay Men s Chorus. Hay
ward Raw Rahs. Pendulum Pirate 
Cheerleaders. Foggy City Squares, 
Golden Gate Brass Quartet. Mount 
Sutro Trio. Sonny Padilla, Empress 
Connie and an appearance by Dykes 
on Bikes. California Hail: doors open 
at 7 P.M . show starts at 8 P.M Tickets 
(available at Headlines). $5: group 
tables for ten. $50 (prizes for best 
decorated tables) 621-5619.

• Gay Comedy Extravaganza, cele
brating a year and a half of Gay Comedy 
Nights at Valencia Rose, with emcees 
Lea DeLaria and Tom Ammiano and all 
the lesbian and gay comics from past 
shows Valencia Rose. 706 Valencia. 9 
P.M. $5.552-1445

• Gay Freedom Day Tea Dance. 
Harrison Street Theatre. 715 Harrison 
at Third. June 26, 3 P.M. l i l  ?. $5 
(advance at BASS. Headlines: all profits 
to AIDS/KS Foundation) 896-1970.

• In the Heat of the Night.a womens 
dance for Lesbian/Gay Freedom Week
end starring The Flirts. Galleria Design 
Center. 101 Kansas St . June 25. 9 
P:M.to4A.M. $12advance. $15door

• Metropolis, a multi-media utopian
ism leaturing music, dancing, lasers, 
video, live performances, and a gam
bling hall to benefit AIDS research and 
Lesbian/Gay Freedom Day Committee 
projects Brooks Hall (underground at 
Civic Center). June 26. 3-11 P.M. $15 
advance. $18door. 495-6620

• Mr. Drummer Contest 1983. with 
special guest stars, audience balloting, 
bullet, multi-media presentations and 
music. Trocadero Transfer, 520 4th 
St.. June 24.9 P.M til dawn $15 864- 
3456.

•  Night ot the Fallen Stan: An Italian
Extravaganza, a gala send-off for Marc 
Huestis film Whatever Happened to ■ 
Susan Jane, having its European 
premiere at the Florence International 
Film Fest. A "wild potpourri of Italian 
camp and culture is promised Club 
181. 181 Eddy. June 29 at 11 P M 
with dancing till'4 A M $3 863-2098

• Post-Parade Tea Dance, starring 
Sylvester: I-Beam. 1748 Haight. June 
26 at 9 P.M.. $5 with pass. $7 general 
668-6006

In P erson
•  NA. tX»man celebrates publication 

of his new novel. Reunion, at Walt 
Whitman Bookshop. 2319 Market. June 
25. 1-3 P.M.

•  Richard Hall, critic and author 
(Couplings. a Book ol Stories). will 
appear at Walt Whitman Bookshop. 
2319 Market. June 23. 7-9 P.M

•  Second Annual Poetry Series to 
celebrate Lesbian/Gay Pride Month, 
concludes June 27 at 7:30 P.M. at 
Moderrj Times Bookstore. 968 Valencia, 
with John Robinson. Garland Kyle and 
David Steinberg Suggested donation: 
$2-$3. 282-9248

S tage
•  Ballad ol Reading Gaol, by Oscar 

Wilde, a work-in-progress tor group 
theatre by the Wilde Project, directed 
by Robert Pitman. 544 Natoma Perfor
mance Gallery. Thurs.-Sat. at 9 P.M 
through July 2. 621 -2683.

•  Chappel and Dave Hoff, acoustic 
iazz Clementina s at Baybrick Inn. 1190 
Folsom. July 5. 6-8 P.M. No Cover 
431-8334.

•  Gay Comedy Open Mike with co
hosts Lea DeLaria and Tom Ammiano 
Valencia Rose. 766 Valencia, each Mon. 
at 8 30 P M Sign-up at 7:30 P.M $3 
552-1445

• Ladles Against Women, an evening 
ol consciousness lowering with the 
Plutonium Players (including Phyllis 
LeShaft. Dr. Mel Practice, and Rev. 
Jerry Fallout) Old Spaghetti Factory. 
478 Green. Thurs and Fri. at 8:30 P.M. 
and Sat. ai 8 and 10:30 P.M. through 
July 2 $4-$6 982-1984

• Latin Firework«, with temale impres- 
'  sionist Estuardo. "rancherà singer

Teresita. Polynesian dancer Raymoki 
arid others, presented by Yerba Buena 
Productions Està Noche, 3079 16th 
St .July 3 at 10 P.M. $4.861-5757.

•  The Member of the Wedding, by 
Carson McCullers. directed by Pat Bond 
and John Beeman (Reviewed by Don 
McLean in this Issue.) Studio Rhino. 
2940 16th Si.. Thurs.-Sun. at é:30 P.M 
through Jjlly 17 $6-$7 861-5079

•  Murder In the Women's Army 
Corps, a dramatic presentation, per-, 
sonai reminiscence and exposé by Pat 
Bond of the U.S. military s anti-homo
sexual purges ol the 1940s and '50s. 
Valencia Rose. 766 Valencia. June 28 
at 8 P.M. 552-1445.

• Charlie Murphy, singer-songwriter 
frorii Seattle, with cellist Jami Sieber 
Valencia Rose. 766 Valencia. June 24 
at 8 and 10:30 P.M. $5. 552-1445

• Monica Palacios and Danny Wil
liam* make comedy at Valencia Rose. 
766 Valencia. June'29at 8:30 P.M $4 
552-1445

•  A Perfect Relationship, a fine 
production ol Doric Wilson s comedy, 
featuring electric performances by 
Thomas-Mark and Richard Patton. 
Theatre Rhinoceros. 2940 16th s t . 
Thurs.-Sun.'at 8:30 P.M. through July 
16. $7-89 881-5079

Joh n  R echy’s  N ew  N ovel
Continued from page 10 
Rechy's narrow fascination* the., 
word becomes affected and some
times ludicrous; Significantly, 
though the female equivalent of 
"youngwomao" is employed a few 
times, the pairing is usually 
"youngmen and girls."

I suspect that the problems with 
Bodies and Souls -  the wordiness, 
the clumsy lapses into best-seller 
commercialism, the lack of sus 
pense in a story that should have 
been taut as a piano wire -  has 
something to do with Rechy's 
sudden change of publishers. Who 
knows what refinements the skit 
led editors at Grove Press were 
able to make on “each of his past 
books? (Recliy's new publisher 
has certainly done the author no 
favor with the doth edition of 
Bodies and Souls-, they've simply 
thrown the’ .paperback between

•  7th Annual S.F. International Le*- 
blan and Gay Film FeaUval continues 
through June 26 at the Roxie Cinema. 
3117 16th St. Advance sales and 
complete schedules available at the 
Roxie. Castro Village Wine Co. (4121 
19th St ). Limelight Bookstore (1803 
Market), and the Castro and Polk street 
locations of Headlines.

Exhibits

PAT BOND remember* Murder In the 
Women * Army Corps' (see SUgo).

•  The Rltz. an uneven production of 
Terrence McNally's farce set in a N.Y 
gay bathhouse, sparked by two fine 
performances (by Greg Bradford and 
Herschel Sparber). Victoria Theater. 
16th Sf. and Mission. Wed.-Sat. at 8 
R M. and Sat. at 11 P.M. through July 
$8-$14. 863-7576'

• Romanovsky 8 Phillips, singers and 
songwriters, at Valencia Rose. 766 
Valencia, july 3 at 8:30 P.M. $4. 552- 
1445.

•  Tabu -  The Elephant Boy?, an X-
rated marionette thriller/satire written 
and directed by Eric Gerrick. U.C 
Extension Center. 55 Laguna. Frl.-Sun. 
at 8:30 through June 26. $5. 552- 
9629

• To Know a Veil, a wacky revue 
about a tyrannical niteclub owner, his 
sordid affairs, and the white slavery 
racket, with host Danny Jojoba. Trollo 
Von'Trash and the HooHaa Girls, and 
music by the Raging Dolls. Bethany 
Methodist Church. 1268 Sanchez. June 
24-26 at 8:30 P.M. $3.50 929-8790.

•  Torch Song Trilogy. Harvey Fier- 
ste insTonyA ward-winning play about 
a gay man forging new relationships in 
a search for love and security Theatre 
on the Square. 450 Post, opens July 6. 
Ticket information 433-9500

S creen
•  Pride. Prejudice and Gay Politic*

Spencer Michels updates last season s 
level-headed look at gay politics with 
examinations ol the Feinstein recall 
election, the political impact ol AIDS, 
and relations between the police and 
the gay community KQED Channel 9. 
June 26 at 3:30 P.M

•  ZJF. G*y Video Fe*t. presented by 
Frameline each Monday at 9:30 P.M 
on cable channel'25

a photo senes featuring stiiHite docu
mentation ol gay peoples personal 
environments Modern Times Book
store. 968 Valencia, through June

•  Fiber Art. a juried exhibition at 
Vida Gallery. Women s Building. 3543 
18th St., through July 2. Hours: Wed - 
F r i, 2-7 P M . and S at. noon to 5 P.M. 
864,-VIDA

•  Dawn Lewi* and Laurie White.
"Undertow." artwork* "which focus on 
a raw zone of physical power, including 
lip-print abstractions and images of 
women. Studio W.. 3137 22nd St., 
through July 17 641-9299 (The artists 
will host a Post-Parade Wind-Down 
Party. June 26. 6-8 P.M.)

• Franclscus Maas, monotypes 
Rorick Gallery. 637 Mason, through 
July 16. Hours: Mon.-Sat.. 10 A.M. to 6 
P.M. 885-1182

• William Moore. ' Moore Legends.'' 
celebrity portraits in pencil, including 
new portraits of Michael Jackson. 
Maxwell Caulfield and David Bowie. 
Castro Street Garage Mall. 557 Castro, 
through July'21.

• David Reavis, récent works. Zuni, 
1668 Market, through July 15.

•  Lou Rudolph, performance paintings 
and drawings 544 Nàtoma Gallery 
through July 2. Hours: Wed.-Fri.. 11 
A M. to 5 P M., and S at. 2-5 P.M 621- 
2683

•  Sell-Portrait: Our Llvos. Our Com
munity. the Second Annual San Fran
cisco Exhibition of Lesbian and Gay 
Photography, sponsored by Frameline/ 
Photo and Atlas Savings and Loari 
Through July 16 afc. three locations: 
Valencia Rose. 766 Valencia, and Atlas 
S & L. 4126 T8th St and 1967 Market

• Ten View*, artworks by 10 women 
artists Vida Gallery. Womens Build
ing. 3543 18th St., through July 30. 
Hours: see Fiber Art. above 864- 
VIDA.

• Ramon Pablo Vidait, chronicles ot 
Castro street tile and portraits of the 
Sisters of PI Stud Bar. 1535 Folsom.' 
through July 17ks •

• Ken Wood. Dot by Dot. new 
drawings. The Stables. 1123 Folsom.’ 
through July 19

Arthur B ressan  & ‘A b u se’

Alone or
An Evening of So

T h u r s /Fri S a t a t S :30  \ 
S u n d a y  a t 7:30  '

‘ 1177
1177 California

cheap boards and upped the price 
by $6. turning an oversized paper
back into an undersized hardback 
with <he same stingy margins, 
cheap paper and stiff, glued bind
ing. which easily cracks. The book 
deserves a better edition, as do its 
buyers.)

Despite all reservations. Bodies 
and Souls is an admirable book — 
for its ambition and its unrelenting 
compassion, for the panoramic and 
glopmy mosaic it paints of a vast 
and ugly city, and most of all for 
its climax, in which the mysterious 
and hauhting figure of Sister 
Woman is revealed. Through the 
television faith-healer; who is both 
more and less than she appears. 
Rechy outlines a kind of reverse- 
theology, hallucinatory and .har 
rowing, that unveils a new dimen
sion in his long conflict with a 
Catholic past.

Frustrating, uneven, fitfully ■ 
powerful and ultimately moving.. 
Bodies and Souls is . a signpost 
marking Rechy's departure into.

uncertain directions, Still 
haunted by the same old spectres.

Continued from page 13 
either end of the age scale, but I 
guess I'm growing weary of people 
feeling, they have to say they're 
shocked because two people have 
found each other interesting on 
several — not just the genital — 
levels. Especially when we can all 
go back to our own pasts and 
realize we were much more sexual 
at a much younger age than we've 
acknowledged.

Abuse has brought me to a new 
plateau about intergenerational 
relationships. Before the film was 
released. I thought I was going to 
have to plead with people to 
acknowledge the fact that kids 
were sexual and that old. old 
people are sexual — everyone 
from, infancy to the geriatric ward. • 
Okay? All those people going into 
therapy to learn how to laugh and 
feel again are basically Coming 
out of a culture that's stopped 
feelings — they wanted to say 
that some were good and some 
bad; that post-18 you could have 
them, pre-18- you couldn't. The 
earlier you start supressing these 
feelings, the sooner you're going 
to have to go into therapy to learn 
how to feel again. It's so obvious 
to me that many of the problems 
that people are having are not 
coming from their own love situ
ations. but from the reactions of 
the larger society to their situa
tions. It's time we tried to make it

easy for lovers. There's so little - 
love.in the world that to throw it 
away on any level seems highly 
frivolous, almost malevolent. Even 
if I don't agree with the love. I 
want to give it a chance, to nuture.
K

Yet you didn't deal directly 
with sexual abuse in the film?

We only talked about it. The 
one thing I did not want to make 
completely direct in the parents 
w«)s the sexual level. It would 
have been too much of a burden 
for the film to carry to try to 
introduce direct-sexual abusé — 
or pet abuse, for that matter, 
which we almost used in trying to 
cover all bases. The structure 
of the film can only hold so much 
weight — it would have collap: 
sed.

h ’s not exactly featherweight, 
but that makes the funny mom
ents all the lighter. How did the 
actors feel about it?

They're awed. As Raffy [Rafael 
Sbarge. young Thomas] said. 
''How can it be so heavy to watch 
when it was so much fun to make?“,

What's next? \
More of everything. I'll be tak

ing Abuse to Sweden for its Gay 
Pride'Wfcek, in August, then 
distributing Pleasure Beach, rpy 
latest “X" . . .  I'm maniacal. I'm 
obsessed with men and. movies. 
My life is spent between lovers 
and films: that's it.

U .
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The

For Sale
VIEW, 1.1 acre, secluded, completely 
remodeled Exec in LaFayette. Two 
Master Suites, one with fireplace, two 
guest, three full baths Reduced for 
quick sale *229.000 Call agent. S 
Woodbury for additional info. 254-3600 

• or 254-8757

TWO BEAUTIFUL HOTELS on Hlway 
SOinS Lake Tahoe: 11 13 rooms and 
deluxe'house on one wooded acre 
Seven units with kitchens $450,000 
2) 18 rooms and manager s quarters. 
*545.000. 30 percent down, owner
financing Call (916) 541-6312 (collect)

RUSSIAN ftyVER: «Seven on the 
river listings, starting at $56,500
• Seven golf course listings, starting at 
*159.500. »Two extremely reduced 
listings (by a combined amount of 
*35.000) featuring either seclusion or 
creek front at *65.000 or *85.000
•  Special offering overlooking Russian 
River. 2 exotic glass & Redwood hand 
carved homes, plus 1200 sq ft ware
house and more at *165.000 
Fairway Realty — P.O. Box 77. Guerne- 
ville. CA 95446 Main office (707) 869- 
2889. Forestville (707) 887-1546. 
Monte Rio (707) 865-2790

GAY-COCK /  HEAD-MAN Original 
California "Bruit'labels. *6 each 
both for *10 *1 goes to AIDS/KS 
Victim's Fund Check or M/O to Jerome 
Simon. 1442 Walnut »328. Berkeley. 
CA 94705. Look.for booth at Parade'

Jobs Offered
THE SENTINEL la now offering JOB8 
OFFERED ads FREE untt further notice 
Limited to~2S words.

DISTRIBUTORS WANTED: Light Force 
Spiruling Rejuvenation products as 
seen on the Richard Simmons show 
and the.Enquirer Call Norm 441-4199 
for increased health and income

YOUTHFUL. HELPING HAND/FRIEND
needed by GWM- for painting and 
manual labor jobs *4 per hour Call 
Tom at337-0924

BORED? N * * d  som e th in g  fun 
to  do ??  Vo lun tee rs  ne e d e d  
fo r p a s te u p  a n d  p ro d u c tio n  
fo r THE SENTINEL! C a l  VAUGHN 
a t  861-8100. No previous 
e x p e r ie n c e  n e e d e d . Le am  
som e new  s k ill*  a n d  m ee t 
som e n e w  pe op le !!

CLERK STENO WANTED: Steno/ 
‘ reception 24 hr/wk to *375 biweekly, 

type 55-wp'm/shrthd 110 wpm Call 
334-4717

ADVERTISING DIRECTOR: for national 
gay publishing firm. Must be self-starter, 
organized, ambitious and knowledge
able Good draw?commission.benefits 
Non-smoker preferred. Mr. Embry at 
864-3456. ,

RETAIL 8ALES PERSONNEL for new
Folsom Row leather/erotica store Solid 
company, stimulating surroundings 
Must be dependable, personable, 
willing to model leather apparel. No 
smoking, drinking STUDSTORE. Frank 
Hatfield 864-3877

ATLA8 SAVINGS* LOAN, The World's 
first financial institution organized by 

. Lesbian/Gay persons to serve the 
Gay/Lesbian community, is conducting 
a Nation-wide search for a qualified 
person to fill the position of Chief 
Executive Officer Interested persons 
should send their resume to Search 
Committee, P.O Box 14457. San 
Francisco. CA 941-14

GAY MALE THIRD WORLD COUN8E-
LOR — Gay Male therapist position 
available Provides outpatient coun
seling services to include individual, 
couple, and group psychotherapy. PhD 
(preferred). M S W.,or M A -  one years 
experience as a deliverer of direct 
services Experience Working with and 
sensitivity to lesbian and gay male 
mental health issues Send resume to 
Deborah Kelley. Administrative Direc
tor. Operation Concern. 1853 Market 
St ,S F  CA 94103 (415)626-7000

AD MODEL We are looking for a man 
to feature in our advertising for VITA- 
MEN He must be healthy, attractive, 
muscular, photogenic and use the 
product (pt pur expense) Please con
tact Jim WiQler at our advertising 
agency (415)864-3472

COMMUNITY THRIFT STORE needs
volunteers even more than donations!! 
Call Don at 861-4910 to sign up and 
Help this worthwhile endeavor.

WANTED: DRIVER/HELPER for ro- 
finishlng co. Must have van or truck, 
and be reliable. Call 621-3884 Mon- 
Frl. 8:00 A.M.-12.00 noon. Leave a 
message.

Massage
ESALEN MASSAGE CLASSES -
Individual sessions-Details Milo Jarvis 
¿63-2842 (legitimate)

GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES:
Eyes of Blue • Clever Ballet Student, 
too Does anybody need a MASSAGE? 

• • Jason 771-4921 • •

REDUCE STRESS and encourage 
wellness with relaxing. non-sexual 
massage. Intro rate *20. Certified Mike, 
956-8553

SWEDISH/SHIATSU TECHNIQUES
implemented with strong, sensitive heart 
and hands *20/session Carlos Kuhn 
864-6964

Miscellaneous
WANTED: Double bed 6 bookcase.
Can pay up to *150 00 for both Good 
condition only Call Todd at 552-5492 
Mon-Thurs wkdays. and 431-9475 
eves & weekends Thank you

DIAL-A-GAY-ATHEIST: 431-XGOD

HELP TELL THE STORY: Anecdotes 
and impressions of gay IjlfiJtpm  the 
20s to present If you can help call 

Jordan at G4Ô+ 552-1997.

Models/Escorts
MUSCULAR SMOOTH ITALIAN swim
mer will perform hot J/O show Greg 
387-7002

SUPERHUNG 
DOMINANT 
HOT STUD!

"PLAYGIRL DISCOVERY''

■ EXCLUSIVELY I
FOR THOSE WANTING A MAN |

DEREK 928-4255
*20 Hot athlete 6 1 Hung nice 
• Bill (415)441-1054 Massage (

_ fD A V E  
6' 4", 165 #, HOT 

BIKER: FRIENDLY 
SAFE, HEALTH 

CONCIOUS 
24 Hrs 665-6456

Personals
SAM PHONE SEX..346-874 7

SUPPORT GROUP FOR GAY MEN 
NOW FORMING Call Shimon Attie. 
MFCCI for more information at 922- 
3478

GAY/LESBIAN CARTOONISTS wanted 
foi a hopeful local comic book Call 
Michael before 10 P M' af 861-4237

NEED SOMEONE TO CARE? Yellow 
Phone offers top gay, bi & straight 
intros for tonight or life Large computer 
base Friendly prompt service 10 A M 
to 10 P M , seven days a week For 
more info call. (415) 956-4335

THE CONNECTOR: The Bay Areas, 
exciting new gay play line Call (415) 
"EGO-TRIP

PRIVATE MAIL receiving and forward
ing. Now with private locked boxes'All 
American Mail Service, 2269 Market 
Street Our 4th year 621-7111.

Rentals

Bunk house flpts.
Office: 419 Ivy Streel 

San Francisco 
Mon.-Fri. 1-6 P.M 

Or 111 Appointment

Snidi.. >14 Hau- 
I B R 419 h» =
I BR M4Hau-

Stove. refrigerator. car
pets and curtains included.. 
First and last months rent 
required. No deposits. 
Musi be employed.

863-6262

V » 0
IW  HOTEL

'L  ► DAILY • WCCHIY • nOmniY
5  S65-*65/w*ek
» *  *13/night

(41S)t«5-S )M
139 OcUvw 1 r . CAM 10Z

28 YR. OLD blue-eyed gay male, 
friendly, furry, loving S sincere, seeks 
dark haired tall men my age to 38 for 
serious dating and good times Take a 
chance! Write: Todd. 110 Guerrero. 
S.F 94103

G/W/M 22. btu br, 5 10 smooth well- 
defined swimmers body looking for 
older loving guy 30+ for possible 
permanent relationship Not into bars, 
baths nor heavy drugs Have no family 
and few friends on the outside I have 
lots of love for the right person Am 
hung it that means anything and don t 
care what position I play as long as I 
am on the team Only serious people 
need write!! J Hungwell Cocks. »83747 
CampC-T. Angola. LA 70712

YOUNG, GOODLOOKING gay male. 
21. seeks mature romance M. Bruce. 
956-OATE

DIAL A FIST: (415) 752-0971

35 YEAR OLD ASIAN needs person 
55 yr or older for permanent relation/ 
live-in 673-3217

The ORIGINAL San Francisco ROOM
MATE REFERRAL SERVICE. 626Æ606 
*9 fee • List Your Vacancy Free 610A 
ColeSt .a f  Haight St

SHARE RENTALS Gay Viclorian Town- 
house. utilities paid share kitchen/baths. 
low move-in, NO pets, furn/unfurn 
J200-S250. 861-7108 or 641-9388

S65 a week/$15 a night 
For Cays since 1970

New Management, 24 hr. deik

NATIONAL HOTEL
1139 Market St. 864 -9343

STUDIO *325 -  Separate kitchen, 
wall-to-wall carpeting Alamo Square 
area 563-5530 affer 5 30 P.M

ONE BEDROOM remodelled Viclorian 
charmer Skylight, french doors, secure 
four uni! gay building near Civic Center. 
Carpet, drapes, stove, refrigerator, 
owner pays heat. *400/month. first 
and .last months rent plus *100 cleaning 
deposit required 863-4982

FLAT FOR RENT -  3 bedrooms. 
Victorian. 154 bath, dining room, dish
washer. disposal, hardwood tloors. 
deck Washer/dryer available Near 
panhandle Available July 15. *900/ 
month. Call 663-8477/921-1084

HISTORIC DISTRICT VICTORIAN.
Upper Fillmore 2 bedrooms, new 
kitchen w/dishuvasher. Hardwood floors 
just refimshed Utilities paid except 
electricity *850. 974-5555

HOTEL PARADISO
A pretty posh, palty-priced place for 
pleasant people. Particulars, please 
phone proprietor. Raoul -  861-6586

GOUGH-HAYES HOTEL, 417 Gough 
Weekly rates Locally employed wel
come Sauna, TV lounge, game room* 
shared kitchens 431-9131

PACIFIC ANSWERING. You won t see
our ads on telephone poles You won t 
see us giving away free service. We 
now have openings for 5 new clients. 
If you business can afford fo pay for a 
quality telephone answering service, 
phone 346-9400 Member GGBA and 
ACMRA

CARPENTRY. Doors, locks, painting 
and drywall. References, quality work 
Call Dan. 431-4547

PHONE SEX 346-8747

Lone 
Star 
Plumbing

VICTORIAN BEMODELfflC 
SPECIALISTS

641-9234

Services

STOCKBROKER -  JIM MOCK Full 
service and discount rates Thomas F 
White & Co . Inc 566-8634 Member 
PSE. NASO and SIPC

¿Moving Oti

SAN FRANCISCO 
Moving & Hauling

285-9846

Per/y 346-0315

ESTABLISH OR REESTABLISH 
CREDITI M/C and Visa Credit cards 
Available even if previously rejected 
We can Help Savings Accounts and 
fees required. 626-3131 ext. 235.

G E M IN I
M O V E R S

5 YEARS 
OF RELIABLE A 

FRIENDLY SERVICE

FINANCIAL i 
PROBLEMS?

BANKRUPTCY 
CHAPTER 13

FREE'mTfAl CONSULTATION 
WITH EXPERIENCED A TTORNEY \

355-0583
Waller R. Nelson . Law OlficesJ

\fcicaiion Rentals
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m w m $ ®  :$ i m
Starting June 26th 

SUNDAY TEA DANCES 
aas-swa 6:00 P.M.

Coming Soon: Monday Evening "Members Only" Parties!

m m  w m a s ®

The Staff & Management
of

CASTRO STATION 
Wishes you a 

HAPPY GAY PRIDE WEEK 
Drink Specials 3:00 to 7:00 P.M. 

Sunday June 26th 
Beer 756 Well $1.00

O '

Join Us Every Tuesday Evening 
From 7:00 to 12:00 to Help Benefit the 
SHANTI AIDS RESIDENCE PROGRAM 

One-half of the Profits to be donated  
To the Residence Program 

Beer 756 Well $1.00

CASTRO STATION
456 Castro St

Daily 6am to 2am Happy Hour 4 to 7 M-F 
Wed. Night Beer Specials 750 8 to 12

A dvertis ing  Sales by Rusty Vàn Leer, A rt D irection  b y  C arl V Ö Ufhn triefe. T.CJ: Studios


	oentmel

	INTERVIEW WIT)i THE DIRECTOR OF 'Abuse' & 'Gay USA'

	Parade Co-Chairs Predict a Happy, Healthy Celebration

	CONTINUING AIDS CRISIS

	Feinstein Hails Heckler’s Commitment To ‘Solving the AIDS Mystery’

	'Sentinel


	DANISH

	DELIGHTS

	4104 24th STREET

	NEAR CASTRO



	282-6878

	AUTO CITY CAR AND VAN WASH

	FRED B. ROSENBERG

	IMMIGRATION • CRIMINAL • DRUNK DRIVING COHABITATION AGREEMENTS

	Paw Feather & Fin 2275 Market St EXOTIC BIRDS, FISH, PET SUPPUES Garden Level

	June 23,1983


	^Sentinel

	Louis A. Boucher. M.D. and Myles I. Lippe. M.D.

	Steven D. Olsen. M.D.

	June 23,1983


	Is 'Whitewash' a Smear?

	Second National AIDS Forum

	MEDICO-DENTAL BLDG.

	490 POST STREET, SUITE 1122 SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 (415) 956-7111

	Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9AM-7PM, Sat. 9AM-1 PM


	ENEMAS FOR HEALTH

	'Don't Bother Me With Facts,'

	Said the Grand Inquisitor


	Sentinel

	Haight Street Business Guide

	June 23,1983


	Noe Valley Business Guide

	NOBLE PIES


	826-PIES

	The

	June 23,1983




	^ PhilLIPS

	HOTEL - BAR - GRILL

	11:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. DAILY

	9TH ec HOWARD, SAN FRANCISCO 552-3466


	LOW DAILY & WEEKLY RATES

	SAUNA-LOUNGE SUNDECK

	JMOR-SHARE KITCHEN


	(415) 431-9131

	¡417 GOUGH ST. . SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94102

	•	Best weekly rates In town

	•	Clean, secure — sunny with private baths

	•	Laundry facilities		

	San Francisco, CA 94102


	if 415/928-7291 ir

	CRUISE CRUISE CRUISE CRUISE



	Fiesta Travel

	June 23,1983

	JON BERLINER

	FEATURING

	FOR INFORMATION CALL NORTHERN CALIFORNIA (415) 863-3333 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (213) 656-0258

	GAY COMMUNITIES DIRECTORY

	June 23i 1983

	HIM . 3020Bridgev/ay, #108, Sausalilo. CA94965. • (4151331-5097
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	WINNER!

	WINNER!

	BY PHOnI (415) 433-9500

	THEATRE OH THE SQUARE

	■¿g;<âe-~.

	100 Great Movie Stars...

	Like You've Never Seen Them Before!

	Filmmaker Arthur Bressan Returns to S.F. with ‘Abuse’

	“ABUSE IS NOT THE BEST GAY FILM I’VE SEEN THIS YEAR, IT’S THE BEST FILM I’VE SEEN THIS YEAR...."

	"LEAVES AUDIENCES DEEPLY MOVED...

	"IT'S A FASCINATING FILM!...

	“PROBABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT MOVIE ABOUT CHILDREN. VIOLENCE. AND SEXUALITY

	“SOLID ENTERTAINMENT..-A CONSUMING TALE .






	uro

	Call 826-1511

	COMPLETE TYPESETTING AND BRAPHICS SERVICES 552-7975

	14

	June 23,1983

	Yogr choice of Provolone or American Cheddar FREE MEDIUM SOFT DRINK

	• -with sandwich, with this ad


	CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH

	Sunday 10:30 am - 3 pm Dinner daily from 5 p.m.


	4166 24th Street

	Events

	In Person

	Stage

	John Rechy’s New Novel

	Exhibits

	Screen

	Arthur Bressan & ‘Abuse’
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